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Spartans to battle BG for CCHA lead, p.6 
THE BG NEWS 
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Weinert announces retirement 
by Tom Reed 
sports editor 
Exhibiting an array of emotions, vet- 
eran Bowling Green basketball coach 
John Weinert announced yesterday he 
plans to retire at the end of the season. 
During the press conference in Miletti 
Alumni Center, Weinert delivered a 10- 
minute statement. At times, the coach 
fought back tears, but also sprinkled 
the address with his traditional one- 
liners. 
"In my last home game against Mi- 
ami, the honorary coach will be the 
most important person in my life - my 
wife," Weinert said. 
"I sure could've used her help last 
night against Central Michigan," he 
said   referring   to   BG's   80-57   loss 
"It was not a snap decision. This has 
been in the works for quite some time. 
There was no pressure from inside. I 
made this choice on my own." 
— John Weinert, BG coach 
Wednesday night. 
Weinert, who's coached BG for the 
past 10 years, cited no specific reason 
tor his retirement. However, he made it 
clear his verdict was not rushed or 
influenced by others. 
"It was not a snap decision," Weinert 
said. "This has been in the works for 
quite some time. There was no pressure 
from inside. I made this choice on my 
own. Last night's game had nothing to 
do with it." 
The 54-year-old mentor also dis- 
missed the notion that the Falcons poor 
record over the last two years played a 
major role in his decision. 
BG is tied for fourth in the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference, posting a 54 record, 7- 
13 overall. Last season, the Falcons 
finished ninth in the MAC with a 12-15 
mark. 
BUT WHILE BG has struggled the 
past two seasons, the Falcon basketball 
frogram flourished through most of the 
980s. 
Weinert guided BG to two MAC 
championships in 1980 and 1983. In both 
seasons, the Falcons played in the Na- 
tional Invitational Tournament. They 
owned the best overall record during 
the 80s. 
Prior to BG, he coached for six years 
at Ripon College and four at St. Jo- 
seph's College. Both schools are in 
Indiana. 
During his tenure with the Falcons, 
Weinert compiled a 146-126 record. 
"John has had a illustrious career 
here," BG athletic director Jack Gre- 
gory said. "He's done a sensational job 
over the last 10 years at BG." 
Gregory added Weinert will continue 
to work for the athletic department 
after he retires as Falcon head coach. 
Weinert did not disclose any informa- 
tion concerning his future duties at the 
University. 
He did, however, speak at length 
about the future of the basketball pro- 
gram. The Milwaukee native said the 
present group of underclassmen will 
provide a strong foundation for next 
year's squad. 
Weinert also said his mid-season an- 
nouncement will give, the athletic de- 
partment ample time to find the most 
qualified coach. 
"We want to get the best person for 
this group of freshman and sopho- 
mores," Weinert said. "They deserve 
it. We re looking for a guy who'll do a 
D See Weinert, page 4. 
King for a day 
One of the nine lucky winners Hong Llngde, math graduate student, 
found a baby Jesus figurine in his piece of cake at the "Le 
Gateau des Rois" celebration held in the French House. He was 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
crowned by Becky Mancuso, junior French major, and won a bar of 
fine imported French chocolate; it was a prize fit for a king (see 
story page 4) 
Virus victims 
can sue BGSU 
University may reimburse students 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
Students who were affected by 
the Norwalk virus last Septem- 
ber can sue the University, and 
the University will help them do 
it. 
Students can file suit proc- 
esses through the University, to 
be reimbursed for any expense 
resulting from the virus, said 
Bob Arrowsmith, vice president 
for Student Affairs. 
This is the only way the Uni- 
versity can reimburse students 
because the Ohio Revised Code 
does not permit the University 
to make direct payments to pri- 
vate individuals, Phil Mason, 
executive assistant to President 
Paul Olscamp, said. 
Last semester 87 University 
students and personnel were 
hospitalized after suffering from 
flu-like symptoms. Originally 
speculated as food poisoning, 
investigations revealed the ill- 
nesses were due to the Norwalk 
virus which originated in Mc- 
Donald Cafeteria. 
Arrowsmith said the Univer- 
sity will recompense students 
for any out-of-pocket expenses 
they paid and will cover any 
remaining bills. 
He said that the University 
waited until now because now 
they were waiting for all insur- 
ance claims to be processed. 
Wood County Hospital sup- 
plied information about its ex- 
Grises for the 87 students taken 
the hospital because of the 
virus, but the University still 
needs information about fees for 
physicians and lab tests, Ar- 
rowsmith said. 
In the next two weeks, the 
students will receive a letter 
asking for information about 
these expenses. They will also 
receive forms to be sent to the 
Ohio Attorney General's office, 
he said. 
Once sent, the attorney gen- 
eral can authorize the Univer- 
sity  to  make the  payments,' 
Mason said. 
He said the University will try 
to get the money to students 
before spring break but he could 
not determine the cost until the 
students return the information. 
Chylamydia testing 
required at clinic 
Funding forms due Monday 
by Patricia Ritter 
staff reporter 
by Beth Thomas 
reporter 
The Student Health Center 
now requires women seeking 
contraceptives in the Woman's 
Clinic to be tested for a sexually- 
transmitted infection that af- 
fects one out of 10 University 
students. 
A study conducted by the 
Health Center last September, 
October and November revealed 
that one out of 10 females at the 
University have chylamydia 
tracbomatis. The results have 
been confirmed by the continued 
testing that has been done since 
then. 
Chylamydia often occurs with- 
out symptoms. It may cause 
abdominal pain, pain during uri- 
nation or vaginal discharge in 
women. 
A total of 1,269 women have 
been tested and 134 (10.6 per- 
cent) tested positive. 
"We are strongly recommend- 
ing it for any woman that comes 
to Women's Health (Clinic) that 
has had any sexual experience. 
We are requiring it before we 
will prescribe contraceptive 
pills or devices," said Dr. 
Joshua Kaplan, director of Stu- 
dent Health Services. 
"We would like not to be sexist 
about this and have a way to 
require it of men. If I had my 
druthers, we would require it 
(the test) for any man that 
wants to purchase condoms, but 
condoms are not a prescription 
item. So, we have no other way 
but through women," Kaplan 
said. 
ALTHOUGH TESTING is not 
required, the health center is 
studying the incidence of chyla- 
mydia in men through voluntary 
rticipation. The study should 
completed in 10 weeks and 
will require at least 200 samples. 
Doctors are particularly inter- 
ested in determining whether 
men have the same incidence of 
symptom-free infection as 
women. 
"It is a sexually transmitted 
disease, every one of those 
women got it from a sexual 
partner,''Kaplan said. 
He said that there is no com- 
mon symptom present in even 
half of the patients with chyla- 
mydia and more than half were 
unaware that they even had the 
disease. 
"We have found some totally 
unexpected cases of chylamydia 
already in men who have no 
symptoms and had no idea that 
they might have an infection," 
he said. 
The Health Center is strongly 
suggesting sexually active peo- 
ple and their partners be tested 
for chylamydia, especially those 
with multiple sexual partners. 
"We recommend that all sex- 
ually active males and females 
be screened regardless of 
whether or not they have symp- 
toms. We think it is the only 
responsible thing to do," he said. 
TREATMENT   FOR   MOST 
cases involves a week to 10 days 
D See Chylamydia, page 3. 
Student organizations wishing 
to receive University funding 
through general fees have until 
Monday to submit their com- 
pleted budget forms. 
Several organizations that 
usually request funds from the 
Advisory Committee on General 
Fee Allocations have yet to turn 
in their 1966-87 requests, Robert 
Arrowsmith, chair of ACGFA, 
said earlier this week. 
However, the delay isn't un- 
usual. 
"They'll come in at the end of 
the week, if not Monday," said 
Arrowsmith, who also is assis- 
tant vice president of student 
affairs. 
ACGFA divides $294,000 in 
general fee-generated funds 
among student activities and 
organizations requesting Uni- 
versity money. All groups regis- 
tered with the University are 
eligble to request funding by 
ACGFA. However, funds allo- 
cated from the general fee may 
not be used for partisan political 
activities. 
After   organizations   submit 
their requests, the forms will be 
reviewed for completeness and 
accuracy, Arrowsmith said. 
THE BUDGET presentations 
begin Saturday, Feb. 22 and will 
continue on subsequent week- 
ends until all organizations re- 
questing funds have presented a 
proposal. Organizations will be 
notified of ACGFA's decision in 
mid-March, he said. 
ACGFA often considers the 
length of time a group has been 
in existence when making it's 
decision, Arrowsmith said. The 
group's record of achievement 
and the a liability of their pro- 
grams to a significant segment 
of the student body are also 
important factors in determin- 
ing how much money the group 
receives, he said. 
In 1985-86, University Intra- 
murals received $50,670, the 
largest amount of the general 
fee. Student Activities received 
$27,000; followed by the Grad- 
uate Student Senate with $23,400 
and the Undergraduate Student 
Government with $20,000. 
SELDOM DOES an activity or 
D See ACFGA, page 3. 
Study assesses expansion impact 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
An important step has been 
taken in Wood County Airport 
Authority's request for fed- 
eral backing of the proposed 
airport runway expansion. 
A draft of a document as- 
sessing the environmental 
impact of the proposed ex- 
pansion has been submitted 
for public review by R.W. 
Armstrong Company of Indi- 
! company was hired by 
the airport authority to do the 
environmental study, in com- 
pliance with Federal Aviation 
AdministraUon (FAA) re- 
quirements. 
"The community has iden- 
tified a need for a longer 
runway and it will need fed- 
eral dollars to do this," said 
James Wade, president of 
R.W. Armstrong! "To get fed- 
eral dollars the FAA requires 
that the environmental as- 
sessment be done." 
If approved, the project will 
receive 95 percent of its fund- 
ing from the FAA Airport and 
Airway Trust Fund, 5 percent 
from the Ohio Department of 
Aviation and 5 percent from 
local monies. 
In a public information 
meeting held Wednesday 
night, Mike Rose, a spokes- 
man from R.W. Armstrong, 
outlined findings of the study. 
The assessment addresses 
a number of environmental 
factors ranging from noise 
and solid waste impact to 
effects on flora and fauna, 
Rose said. He elaborated on a 
few of what he termed major 
environmental issues. 
The proposed expansion 
would actually alleviate noise 
problems over the city, Rose 
said. 
"The proposed project 
changes the entire layout and 
the change would take noise 
away from the residential 
areas and move it to the agri- 
cultural areas," Rose said. 
"Noise from the east-west 
runway would become 
heavier, but there is no resi- 
dential build-up in that area." 
The company also did an 
analysis to determine what 
the noise levels in different 
areas of Bowling Green would 
be if the project is approved, 
Rose said. 
"We were concerned about 
the apartments at Frazee and 
Thurstin because that is the 
closest residential area. As 
the airport now exists, it is 
doubtful that Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) 
would have granted them a 
mortgage because of the 
noise," Rose said. "But the 
proposed change would drop 
it down to HUD guidelines.'' 
The study also addressed 
the social impacts that air- 
port expansion would have, 
Rose said. 
"The project will have so- 
cial impacts on a number of 
businesses and people," he 
said. "The draft addresses 
three main concerns - the re- 
location of people and a busi- 
ness, the acquisition of Neitz 
Airport air rights and the 
Mercer Road relocation." 
D See Airport, page 3. 
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Aquino: new choice 
The people of the Philippines will go to polls today 
ana make the choice between the current presi- 
dent Ferdinand Marcos and his opponent, the 
widow of a slain political foe. 
Marcos has controlled the Philippines for 20 
years - almost half of that time under martial law 
with civil rights suspended and political dissent 
often denied. Now is the time for these people to 
show their dissatisfaction with this regime. 
Their alternative is Corazon Aquino, widow of 
one of Marcos' most popular political foes, Benigno 
Aquino. Aquino has carried out a strong, effective, 
intelligent campaign against the ailing Marcos. 
If the election process can be kept fair - and the 
allegations that Marcos will have his military 
supporters tampering with the ballot boxes prove 
false, Aquino has a good chance of winning. 
To prevent fraud the U.S. has sent a delegation to 
Manila to observe the polling process, and a Phil- 
ippine citizens' group has been set up to insure 
fairness, a move which is in their best interest. 
President Reagan has promised more aid to the 
Philippines following the election. The funds will be 
available only if the elections are fair and if there 
are government reforms, regardless of the out- 
come. 
However, an Aquino victory is the U.S.'s best 
hope for a true democratic leader and ally in the 
Philippines. 
The maintenance of a strong alliance with the 
Philippines is necessary to the U.S. 
The U.S. has six military facilities there. Two of 
them Subic Bay Naval Station and Clark Air 
Force Base - are vital to our Pacific defense. 
Suggesting Marcos' regime has been marked 
with democratic policies and reform denies past 
and present facts of his rule. Those who defend nim 
are playing risky political games with their fu- 
tures. 
In a country suffering from unemployment, un- 
deremployment and an economy going backward 
at five percent a year, the cheers being voiced for 
Aquino may not be a reflection of her personal 
popularity, but rather a sign of the Filipinos' rising 
frustrations with Marcos. 
Black America: long way to go 
by David H. Schmidt 
About 12 percent of the popula- 
tion of the United States is black. 
That, in any category, is a defi- 
nite minority ratio. Yet despite 
this disparity, blacks have made 
phenomenal gains in the last two 
decades: astronauts, appoint- 
ments to the Supreme Court, 
and even a presidential con- 
tender in our last election. 
Be that as it may, many of 
these accomplishments have 
been tokenisms. It is the "black 
masses" toward which we must 
direct our concern and atten- 
tion. And it Is there, in the 
masses, that progress has been 
overshadowed by the cold things 
we call facts. 
As we saw unemployment de- 
cline to 5.9 percent at the close of 
1985, it was 14.9 percent for 
black Americans. Indeed, al- 
though many have broken 
through, more have regressed. 
This, as may be expected, has 
taken its toll in the black com- 
munity at large. Although segre- 
gation is now illegal, there is, as 
I call it, "silent segregation." 
That is, most blacks still live in 
all-black neighborhoods and at- 
tend all-black schools. Here, the 
onus shows us that employment 
is nominal if not nil. And since 
work is the most viable means in 
which to substantiate a lifestyle, 
it follows that its absence will 
Senerate poverty and harbor 
espair. Needless to say, in light 
of this, the black family has 
fallen apart. 
Any man or woman who has 
reared a family will tell you that 
money is perhaps as imperative 
as love. This Is precisely the 
plight of black Americans: the 
lack of monetary funds. 
Again, more dismal facts: 
over 70 percent of black Ameri- 
can households are headed by a 
single parent, usually a woman. 
Women are already minority 
figures and have been since we 
can remember. 
Furthermore, these dispro- 
portions carry negative reper- 
cussions with them. The broken 
household leaves young men 
aimless and wondering in a 
country where competition is 
the impetus as well as the philos- 
ophy of life. Irresponsibility is 
the sister of indirection, and its 
first cousin is crime. For the 
blacks, this vicious circle has 
become their lifestyle. And like 
a cancer, its silent growth will 
eventually encompass the entire 
black society unless there is a 
remedy. 
Again, more despondent 
facts: the rate of crime is high- 
est among blacks, and black- 
against-black violence has in- 
creased in extreme levels the 
last two years. Young, aloof 
black males find social solace in 
the company of gangs which 
only augment the problems. 
Moreover, without jobs, stealing 
is rationalized as a means of 
survival. And only the fittest as 
they say... 
The only chance of remedy 
lies in the political arena: poli- 
tics, the policing and governing 
of society. Here, the Reagan 
administration has been apa- 
thetic towards the late '60s' 
breakthrough of the civil-rights 
enactment, and the enforcement 
of policies such as EOEs and 
affirmative action have also 
succumbed to a blatant form of 
retrogression. 
Looking at Martin Luther 
King once a year isn't good 
enough. It's only a start, a focal 
point; we've got 364 more days 
in the year we must contend 
with. The black people do not 
need any more heroes or mar- 
tyrs. They need statistics on 
their side. They need jobs that 
pay more than welfare checks. 
HOPE, maybe. Last week, 
John Jacob, National Urban 
League President, called for the 
establishment of a National 
Youth Employment Program. 
This would enable young blacks 
to have a respectable shot at 
education, training and work. 
This would act as a guaranteed 
system to combat unemploy- 
ment, the origin of the black 
plight. 
BUT, this needs funding in its 
preliminary stages and we 
(those who elect our officials), 
find funding necessary in the 
Middle East; spend millions in 
Central America backing the 
side that we're for because our 
side is right; and billions on 
space exploration just to find out 
if there is or isn't water on Mars. 
All this and more while people 
are fighting and killing them- 
selves right here in our own 
backyards. Our people, white 
brown, red, but mostly black. 
Perhaps, someday, black 
Americans will have more than 
Martin Luther King's "dream." 
For now, it's a nightmare. 
Schmidt, a graduate student 
in philosophy from Rochester, 





When I first received notifica- 
tion that I had been nominated 
for the Alumni Association's 
1986 Master Teacher Award, I 
was pleased that some former 
student(s) of my three years 
here thought enough of my tea- 
ching to take the time to nomi- 
nate me. On further reflection, 
however, I became disturbed by 
the fact that I had been nomi- 
nated and disqualified for this 
honor in the same letter. 
I refer to the tacit meaning of 
the selection committee's 
guideline which requires that 
nominees must be "full-time 
faculty member(s) for three 
years." In effect, the message to 
part-time instructors is that we 
apparently aren't worthy or va- 
lued enough as teachers to re- 
ceive public recognition for our 
teaching; that despite our stu- 
dents' evaluations of us as ex- 
ceptional teachers, the Alumni 
Association feels that only full- 
time faculty deserve consider- 
ation. 
Yet part-time status is held by 
a substantial percentage of the 
teaching faculty of this and most 
major universities in the coun- 
try. If the University does in fact 
expect all its teaching staff to be 
of superior quality and wants to 
pay more than lip service to 
maintaining an "environment 
for excellence," then it would 
behoove the University and the 
Alumni Association to support 
all its potential master teachers, 
not merely full-time faculty 
members. We part-timers look 
forward to a change in the policy 
for the 1986-87 calendar year. 
Stephanie Moran 
PT English Instructor 
Who decides what 
is acceptable? 
We would like to address Don- 
ald Hubschman's recent outrage 
toward some of David Schmidt's 
articles. Specifically, his asser- 
tions that "everyone has had 
enough of the trend of bad- 
mouthing the U.S. during the 60s 
and 70s?' and that "it is no 
longer cool or even acceptable to 
put down the country we live 
in." We would like to ask this of 
Mr. Hubschman, who decides 
what is "cool" or "acceptable?" 
You? The President? Who? Peo- 
ple's social consciousness' are 
not dictated by what is in vogue. 
It is juvenile to assume that 
anyone with a social conscience 
would even care whether their 
beliefs are "cool" or not. If 
Martin Luther King, Jr. had 
paused to consider whether or 
not civil rights were "cool" 
blacks might still be sitting in 
the back of the bus. 
This country's political sys- 
tem was based on the assump- 
tion that it be ruled by the 
people. David Schmidt and any- 
one else who cares enough about 
his or her country to yearn for 
its betterment is definitely in- 
cluded in this category. Mr. 
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Hubschman, if you wish to fol- 
low a government blindly, re- 
gardless of whether their 
policies are just or not, you 
would probably make a good 
Soviet. For it is one of our Con- 
stitution's most inherent prin- 
ciples that we, the people, have 
the right to free speech even 
though each individual's opinion 
may not coincide with the collec- 
tive norm. Differing political 
beliefs serve to make our coun- 
try stronger, more representa- 
tive and more unified. We would 
like to commend David Schmidt 
for his courage in stating his 
political views at a time when 
too many people succomb to the 
force-fed ana polished scripts 
handed down to us by the media 
and government officials. 
Gloria Good 
Michelle Young 
121% E. Reed 
Accessibility to 
the handicapped 
The 25 students in the course 
titled "The Handicapped Client 
in Sport and Recreation" in the 
University's HPER school are 
developing a booklet, ACCESS 
BG, identifying recreational, 
business, medical, educational, 
and residential facilities in the 
Bowling Green area to deter- 
mine their accessibility for per- 
sons who rely on crutches, 
walkers, or wheelchairs. These 
students are excited about this 
protect and need the assistance 
of BG citizens if it is to be 
successful. 
The Bowling Green Chamber 
of Commerce and Mayor Bel- 
lard have expressed their full 
support. Approximately 1,000 
copies of the booklet will be 
published and will be available 
at the Chamber of Commerce 
Correction 
The fruit fly story in the 
Feb. 6 News (page 7) con- 
tained incorrect information. 
The drosophila melanogaster 
variety which is raised in the 
University's stock center is 
not the variety (Mediterrra- 
nean fruit flies) which has 
been extremely destructive to 
crops in the past. The News 




and various other sites through- 
out the city. A student "sponsor 
team" will be soliciting small 
donations from the community 
to cover printing costs. We hope 
that you will join our ACCESS 
BG Team and become a spon- 
sor. All sponsors will be ac- 





This is in regard to the letter 
by Richard Moore, titled "Fra- 
ternity show was a racist act" 
(Feb. 5). As a black sorority, 
striving toward academic excel- 
lence, cultural enrichment and 
social welfare, we feel that a 
great injustice has been done. 
Any greek organization affil- 
iated with the University, Pan- 
hellenic Council or 
Interfraternity Council are obli- 
gated to uphold a basic code of 
ethics which, in the instance of 
the Theta Chi "minstrel show," 
was not adhered to. This was 
seen as hypocritical and also as 
a form of degradation. 
When prospective rushees are 
subjected to this type of behav- 
ior, it perpetuates the racist 
attitudes which have become an 
acceptable and ongoing prac- 
tice. Reactions to the the men- 
tioned article (Moore's letter) 
were those on unconcern by a 
number of greeks and the gen- 
eral student populace. It is al- 
ways suggested that black 
greeks participate in the activ- 
ities of both Panhel and IFC, yet 
events such as this promote the 
continued segregations that has 
kept this and other academic 
institutions behind the Mason- 
DixonLine. 
We, as members of not only 
the greek system but the black 
student body as well, feel that a 
public apology is warranted in 
addition to an official reprimand 
which should be Issued imme- 
BLOOM COUNTY 
diatly. 
The listen of 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Sorority, Inc. 
Punish Theta Chis 
"The policy of Bowling Green 
State University is that racial 
and ethnic harassment will not 
be condoned. Moreover, the Uni- 
versity will use its influence to 
encourage the community-at- 
large to treat its students, fac- 
ulty and affiliated visitors in a 
manner consistent with the prin- 
ciples of this policy. The policy 
is in keeping with the spirit and 
intent of federal, state, munici- 
pal and University guidelines 
governing racial discrimina- 
on." 
The above is the preamble to 
the University policy and racial 
and ethnic harassment policy, 
which defines such harassment 
as "any physical or verbal be- 
havior that subjects an individ- 
ual to an intimidating, hostile or 
offensive educational, employ- 
ment or living environment." 
The recent performance of 
members of Theta Chi fraternity 
in blackface was clearly insult- 
ing to black people because it 
demeaned blacks by mimicry in 
a manner that is historically 
racist. 
It is disgraceful for any body 
representing student life on this 
campus to engage in such be- 
havior. 
The University Equal Oppor- 
tunity Committee condemns 
such activity and actively en- 
courages steps to ensure that 
appropriate action is taken. 
Emil Dankser, chair 
Susan Mae Pauly, GSS 
representative 
Equal Opportunity Committee. 
Discriminiation 
commonplace 
Regardless of those who feel 
Richard Moore's letter about the 
Theta Chi blackface party (Feb. 
our/urcvrm 
JOHN OUT, mm 
,/momms! 
N0UmN8l6.B# r ■mme.fmsm.B£ 
AN WTBWtnoML 00- 
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5) blew the incident out of pro- 
portion, this type of behavior 
needs to be addressed. It's not 
my intent to make an issue out 
on nothing, but to address this 
exactly for what it is: racism. 
There is no excuse for this 
type of behavior from any orga- 
nization directly or indirectly 
affiliated with a university. The 
real issue is not the severity of 
punishment given to a group for 
such a stunt, but why it should 
occur in the first place. People 
are forever making jokes that 
are sexist, racist and ethnic 
without truly realizing that all 
this does is perpetuate preju- 
diced attitudes. The baa part 
about it is, I have been a culprit 
myself. 
A group of friends invited me 
to a "Happy Hanukkah" party 
in October where, when I en- 
tered the room, a coffee filter 
was given to me to put on my 
head. At the time it was funny, 
but I later realized I had partici- 
pated in a racist activity. 
I spoke with many friends 
about the Theta Chi incident. 
The consensus of the group was 
that the Theta Chis should not 
have done the blackface skit. 
We see racist, sexist and eth- 
nic putdowns around us every 
day either by a comment made 
by a friend or a TV character. 
The media constantly reminds 
us of the dumb blonde image 
while never failing to get in a 
crack about Arabs, blacks and 
every other minority group. To 
rid our society of discrimination 
we must first eliminate these 
attitudes and the first step is to 
become aware of the impact 
blackface or any other deroga- 
tory antic has on a group as a 
whole. 
Regardless of what becomes 
of the Theta Chis, they will have 
to reevaluate the meaning of 
brotherhood. They have a black 
member
' KellyL. McCoy 
CM E. Wooster St. 
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C1AO creates executive post 
by Melissa McGillivray 
staff reporter 
Improved communication 
among campus organizations is 
toe goal of creating a new Uni- 
versity Activities Organization 
executive position. 
Eric Rosenberg, president of 
UAO, said the post of University 
liaison has been added to their 
constitution. It was filled by Jeff 
Fix. UAO's representative to the 
Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment, who proposed the posi- 
tion. 
Fix will create a liaison coun- 
cil, with representatives from 
all University organizations. 
Rosenberg hopes the council will 
improve cooperation between 
groups and eliminate the dupli- 
cation of some programs, he 
said. 
"We're trying to basically 
eliminate the communication 
problems we have and encour- 
age co-sponsorship." he said. 
Rosenberg added that because 
there are numerous programs 
going on within different groups, 
the same trips and other activ- 
ities are sometimes duplicated. 
Fix hopes the liaison council 
will get together and pool their 
ideas, he said. 
"It's going to help out commu- 
nication between all the campus 
organizations immensely," Fix 
said. 
Within the next two weeks, Fix 
Elans to discuss with organiza- 
ons his plans for co-program- 
ming  and  co-sponsorship,  he 
said. He added he will discuss 
some of UAO's ideas for future 
programs and ask for feedback. 
THE LIAISON COUNCIL will 
be open to every organization on 
campus, be said. 
"From the point we get 
started, I hope to see a lot more 
togetherness on this campus," 
Fix said. "That's the whole idea 
behind it" 
Another change in UAO's con- 
stitution gives more students the 
chance to obtain director and 
executive positions, Rosenberg 
said. 
Formerly, students had to be a 
member of UAO for one year to 
obtain an executive position. 
The new clause states an exec- 
utive must have been a member 
of at some point, but not nec- 
essarily for a year. 
Also under the previous con- 
stitution, directors were re- 
quired to be member of UAO. 
Now, a director's only require- 
ment is to have good academic 
standing. 
Rosenberg said the old clause 
may have been too restrictive. 
"We wanted to involve more 
of the campus in UAO," he said. 
"This will hopefully bring a wide 
variety of student applications 
so we can get the best possible 
candidates. 
There are four executive and 
13 director positions open. Appli- 
cations will be available Mon- 
day in the UAO office, third floor 
University Union. 
ACFCJA 
D Continued from page 1. 
organization get it's full request, Arrows- 
mithsaid. 
"There's only so much to go around," he 
said," but we do it as objectively as possible." 
Undergraduate and graduate students, 
including students from minority groups, 
are represented on the ACGFA committee. 
If organizations are displeased with the 
amount ACGFA allots them, they can go 
through an appeal process, Arrowsmith 
said. 
"This doesn't happen often, but it's 
inherent in a budget process," he said. 
Typically, the committee hasn't acted in 
favor of appeals simply because the organi- 
zation is dissatisfied with the outcome. 
"They really have to have a solid, sub- 
stantial reason,   he said. 
Filling out a detailed budget form is one 
of the most important steps in the process, 
he said. 
Organizations applying for funds must 
include estimates of their share of the total 
cost of the program and the estimated total 
cost. Details about communication, travel, 
employment and equipment expenses also 
must be given. 
"It's kind of like filling out an IRS 
(Internal Revenue Service) form," he said. 
Request forms have been sent to all 
student organizations and activities which 
have made requests in previous years. Orga- 
nizations wishing to submit a proposal can 
pick up applications in the office of Student 
Affairs, 3(6 Student Services. 
Chylamydia 
a Continued from page 1. 
of the antibiotic tetracycline. 
Untreated chylamydia in women can result in infertility, 
scarring of the Fallopian tubes, ectopic pregnancy, pelvic 
inflammatory diseases, post-partum endometritis (an infec- 
tion in the lining of the uterus), possible increased infant 
mortality rates, or congenital detects in children's eyes and 
lungs. 
Men run the risk of urithritis (an inflammation of the 
urethra), and infection of the epididymis. 
"It is certainly worth aggressively attempting to treat," he 
said."I hope that within the year we have a lower incidence on 
this campus. We've treated a lot of people." 
Persons who are under 20 and have several sexual partners 
are considered high risk groups for infection. 
Airport 
a Continued from page 1. 
Air quality studies were not 
required because the traffic 
at the airport is not heavy 
enough to make them nec- 
essary, Rose said. But a com- 
parison between the air 
quality disruption by Inter- 
state 75 ana the proposed 
expansion project was in- 
cluded in the study. 
"We did this study to 
determine how the airport fit 
in with surrounding environ- 
ment," Rose said. "We found 
the air quality around the 
airport to De high in compari- 
sion." 
The expansion will not 
have a negative impact on 
fanning and farmlands in the 
community, he said. 
"The proposed site mini- 
mizes additional land acquisi- 
tion, and all areas not being 
used for the airport are 
leased for farming,   he said. 
Copies of the document 
will be displayed at the Bowl- 
ing Green Public Library, 
Jerome Library, the city 
planning department and the 
airport until a public hearing 
March 18. 
Findings of this study, 
along with a transcript of the 
hearing will be submitted to 
the FAA, Wade said. At that 
time the FAA will decide 
whether or not it will fund the 
project. 
FREE BUS RIDE! 
Tuesday, February 11th 7:00 
P.M. from the Union Oval to 
Cinema I & II in Bowling 
Green and return to Oval. 
Movie -The Color Purple. 
Sponsored by the Office of 
Minority Affairs! 
372-2642 
Howard's club H 
210 N. MAIN 
The OrganiCG 
Tonight and Saturday 
10:00 p.m. 
A Designated Driver Participant 
—NO COVER— 
* 
113 Railroad St. 
(352-8130) 
MondirFriday 108 Saturday 106 Sunday 12-5 
4B       Valentine 6 Special 
sr $C00 Off Any Purchase 
° Over »25" 
IS 
& 
' Coupon Valid On New Sales Only ' No Lay-Aways 
' One Coupon Per Customer ' Must Present Coupon wfPurchase 
' Coupon Not Valid With Any Other Coupon 
Expires 2/15186 M 
You're in the 
BAG 
Seniors!! 
If you're among those who haven't had their senior portrait taken. 
Next week is it for Varden 
Studios being on campus!! And 
appointment spots are filling 
fast. LAST day for portraits is 
Feb. 14. 
Call 372-8086 for an appointment. 
Don't be left out of the best senior section ever, or caught at graduation 
without senior portraits for family, friends or employers. Then you WILL NEED 
a bag! 
This is your student government 
Mike McGreevey 
Vice President             V"-i4Aj^V0^^1   I 




Marian Marchiano University Committees Coordinator 
Kelly McCoy Nat'l, State, Community Affairs Coordinator               | 
MichdeNemes Academic Affairs Coordinator                                i 
Melissa Preston Secretary 
Public Relations Coordinator Kristin Romaine 
Steve Russell Student Wdfare Coordinator                                 | 
General Assembly 
EdSnodgrass Chief Legislative Officer 
Off-Campus Representative                                   1 
JoyBando Organizational Representarjve-Panhel                       j 
Wendy Bamhart At-Large Representative 
DeanBerish *\ District Representative                                    1 
Tun Brown At-Large Representative                                       | 
Matt Buck Organizational Representative-COCO 
Jason Cronkwright At-Large Representative 
Julie Dalton '2 District Representative                                     j 
Dan DeAngelis Organizational Representative-UAA 
Jeff Fix Organizational Representative-U A0 
John Fox Off-Campus Representative                                   ( 
Jason Gray Organizational Representative-SCU                          i 
LoriGroene '5 District Representative 
Michad Hoffman At-Large Representative                                       | 
Scott Lameier '3 District Representative                                    i 
ToddLaHote Organizational Representative-AMA 
Brian McClintock Organizational Representative-IFC                              | 
Brian Moore At-Large Representative                                       1 
John P. Nehrenz At-Large Representative 
TimNorris Off-Campus Representative             •                    1 
DebObenauf Organizational Representative-NTSA                          j 
Diana Pen Organizational Representative-WSA 
KeOy Price At-Large Representative 
Steve Rhodes At-Large Representative                                      i 
BobShoeni Organizational Representative 
MattShuD Off-Campus Representative 
Mark Sivy At-Large Representative                                      | 
Jack Thomas Off-Campus Representative                                  i 
Barry Wurgler '4 District Representative 
Jim Woodward At-Large Representative                                      ! 
Don Miller Graduate Student Assistant                                  | 
Debbie Clinton Graduate Student Assistant 
Student Court 
Homer Thomas Chid Administrator 
Glenn Wilson Chief Justice, SAB                                            ) 
Lisa Britton Chid of Defense 
CrakjStnh Chid of Prosecution 
Kim Newton Chid Justice, Traffic                                          | 
DeanGandy Chid Justice, Traffic                                          j 
I 
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Weinert 
Q Continued from page 1. 
good   job   over   the   next   60 
games." 
WHILE HE struck a serious 
tone in disscussing the future. 
Weinert's demeanor softened 
when reminiscing about his 10 
years at BG. 
"It's hard to believe it's 
been 10 years since Shirley (his 
wife) and I came here with 
smiles on our faces, eager to 
face the challenges," he said. 
"I've loved every minute of it 
and I'll miss it." 
Weinert talked about seve- 
ral of his biggest achieve- 
ments-the two MAC 
championships and a 70-64 vic- 
tory over Ohio State in 1983. But 
he said the fondest memories 
are of all his players. 
"You know I still have play- 
ers call me at Christmas who 
graduated years ago," Weinert 
said. "Words can't describe how 
good that makes you feel." 
He said later there was no 
chance of him coaching else- 
where. 
"I don't care if the Boston 
Celtics offered me the Job, I 
wouldn't take it," he said jok- 
ingly. "I'm retired." 
French House holds 'coronation' 
by Amanda Stein 
reporter 
3* GOOO WITH THIS COUPON 
t^j|         PHOTO 
qu-ck print, inc.                   COPIES 
i > 1 Soutr* Mf 
Bawi ng O-wen Oo 03402 
3S2-578S 
3« 
3« February 10 till February 14 3' 
Kings and queens of a differ- 
ent sort were crowned Tuesday 
night at the French House. 
The occasion, "Le Gateau des 
Rois" (cake of the kings), is a 
traditional French party honor- 
ingthe coming of the three kings 
toBethlehem. 
Large cakes, with five minia- 
ture figurines inside, were made 
by members of the French club 
and French House. Participants 
finding a token inside their slice 
of cake were crowned king or 
queen for the evening and re- 
ceived a prize. 
Hong Lingde, graduate stu- 
dent in math, was very excited 
to find a figurine in his piece of 
cake. 
"Right now there are no kings 
in my country, so at present I'm 
the only living Chinese king," he 
said. 
MICHELLE    ROSENDAUL, 
senior French major, was 
crowned queen later in the eve- 
HbruaryJ4... 
With a card from American 
Greetings contemporary, 
traditional, or humorous, we 
have them all. 
DORSEY'S 
DRUG 
500 E. Wooster 
"Across The Track*" 
W 
AMERICAN GREETINGS 
f \1( MLXXXVI AmcranCntlinrOnp. 
ning when she bit into a small 
plastic token. 
"I was in France last year, but 
I only stayed for one semester 
and I didn't get to celebrate it 
over there. I've been at this 
event at the French House all 
four years and this is the first 
time I've won anything," she 
said. 
Thierry Ruellan, graduate 
student in business, said he cele- 
brates the holiday every year 
RUELLAN SAD) tradition has 
it that the people who are the 
king or queen usually have good 
luck throughout the following 
year. 
Michel-Eric Nouafo, graduate 
student in  international busi- 
ness, said the holiday is also 
celebrated in his homeland of 
Cameroon, West Africa. 
"Usually only the upper class 
or the French people celebrate 
this holiday, f bad a lot of 
French friends and I celebrated 
with them. But last year, here at 
the French House, I was chosen 
to be king by a queen and that is 
even more important," he said. 
Hal Howard, junior business 
administation major, president 
of the French club and an orga- 
nizer of the event, said he was 
very pleased with the turnout. 
"It was nice to see so many 
people here. It's especially nice 
to see such an interest in French 
tradition and culture," he said. 
I 109 N Mom 
I 353-6391 . *■ *•*   ri*uz<       OH*, .xpir.i 2/21 /66 | 
SANDWICHES SERVED HOT OR COLD EAT IN OR CARRY OUT 
All SERVED AT NO EXTRA CHARGE WITH VOW CHOICE OF 
• AMERICAN CHEESE • ONIONS • LETTUCE • TOMATOES 
• Dill nCKLES • GREEN PEPPERS • link OLIVES 
• SALT • PEPPER * OIL 









;   Now available: 
— "RI.D 
Coming soon — 9 copies of 





"'<•'    ••••• 
FREE 
POPCORN 
«K* r.*t«l mt 
—>f *W wwltl I ■ 
Oh £%0)6y4(!tMitiiie 
w check Thursday's 
ad for specials 
Membership Required — $10 for one year 
■■     1093 N. Main St, BG        354-1401 
mSmm Mon.-Sat. 10-9        Sun. 11-6 
Next to Barney's Convenient Mart 
Beer and Wine at State Minimum Prices 
. Open 6:30 a.m.-l a.m. every day rtTf TtV 
PIZ2H $2 OFF 
M&™ws.inc. Any Family 17" 
SSilS,        piza with two 





PIZZA*1 0FF ■MfftjKiK Any Large 13" 
""".Hk.       pizza with two 





1 Free Pepsi at \ 
PI22 A0ur Pizza' Foldo"el 
MOTHEM.kK l,H«* Buffet 
T.W.Th.Sun. 
352-6406 
I p. Frat Delivery 
,xl  
from 1IM p.m. 
All You Can Eat! 
Only $3.79 ; 
. 
( qp -^   Make this 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
special for your valentines 
by placing Valentine messages 
in 
THE BG NEWS 
Fit, February 14 
$5.00 each 
Limited number available 
DEADLINE: Wed., Feb. 12, 4 p.m. 
Valentine messages must be 
submitted in person or by using the 
classified mail-in form 
214 West Hall 
Win a trip to Daytona Beach!! 
Complete the order form below for your 1986 
KEY Yearbook and be eligible for you and a guest to 
experience Daytona Beach-a $430°° value! 
Trips organized by M$ through Echo Travel, Inc. include: 
'7 nights accommodations at the Desert Inn-Quad occupancy. Stay 
right in the middle of the action. Desert Inn has a restaurant lounge, color 
TV, air conditioning, indoor pool, outdoor pool with one the largest decks 
on the beach. ($25 refundable room deposit not included.) 
'Round trip motor coach transportation-Departs Fri., March 21, 
returns Sun., March 30, 1986. 
'Pool deck parties & activities every day. 
'Optional excursions to Disney World, Epcot; Hawaiian Luas, 
Party boats and more. 
'All taxes and gratuities. 
ENTRIES due in the KEY office, 28 West Hall by Fri., Feb. 14,5 pjn. 
DRAWING: Fri., Feb. 21,5 p.m., 
Union Foyer 
All those who have already 
ordered a 1986 Key are 
automatically entered 
in this raffle. 
Key staff members & volunteers ineligible 
Nemo  
Soc. See. No  
Date / I  Local Phono  
nt0 awa ss s '5m nwin wt* < JO*C«I ot- 
—< JuMH. tmm oi in* IMC WV C«M( not only 
tM »••» but 75 y*art ot nrowtf 
•0 Order Your & 
1986 KEY Now! 
STICIHl 78th ANNIVERSARY PRICEII 
$16.95 
IEY IF RUB BREAK aiVEHMY   ■ 
HUH MERE TO PICK UP my 
•M it anm i eejNoeor,  iau 
■ DO my bunny account 
□ I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my 
y—toofc PIMM be my bunur account an 
uiKna S3- maOng cfiarg* M Mnd 
my yaarboofcto 
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News Briefs 
Shuttle souvenirs sell quickly 
FAIRBORN, Ohio (AP) - Visitors to the Air 
Force Museum gift shop have been snapping up 
items connected to the ill-fated space shuttle 
Challenger, spokesperson Linda Smith said yes- 
terday. 
The most popular item is the shoulder patch for 
the mission in which seven astronauts died, in- 
cluding teacher Christa McAuliff e. Smith said the 
shop normally carries SO of the large patches for 
each mission, but has orders for 100. 
Dental assistants' work curbed 
COLUMBUS (AP) - More than 7,000 Ohio den- 
tists were warned yesterday by the Ohio State 
Dental Board that an Ohio Supreme Court deci- 
sion last month will sharply restrict work that can 
be done by dental assistants. 
Or. Nicholas Tomasi said letters were being 
sent advising dentists that assistants are to cease 
all dental work except certain X-ray procedures. 
"This affects every dental office in the state and 
a majority of those assisting dentists," said To- 
masi, secretary of the Dental Board. 
College conversion approved 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Speaker Vern BJffe Jr. won 
overwhelming House approval yesterday on his 
bill converting the two-year Shawnee State Com- 
munity College in his home district into a four- 
year state university. 
The tt-7 vote sent the bill to the Senate. 
Rifle. D-New Boston, dean of the House in years 
of service, picked up strong bipartisan support for 
his proposal despite the fact that the new univer- 
sity in Portsmouth may not meet area population 
and other criteria. 
Doctors' writing 'illegible' 
BOSTON (AP) - A study that set out to learn the 
quality of doctors' handwriting has found, to no 
one's surprise, that it's very bad indeed. 
Dr. Karen White and John Beary III of George- 
town University Hospital in Washington screened 
the handwriting of SO physicians in patients' 
charts. 
"We conclude that a considerable portion of 
most handwritten medical records are illegible. 
which confirms the common but unpublished 
wisdom on this subject," they wrote. 
ALLBGSU 
GROUPS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS Attention rrsrrrrrrrc^ 
Those wanting space in the 1986 KEY must 
call T. Parker: 354-1717 or the KEY office: 
372-8086 by Fri., Feb.7 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT! 
+&+G-H>+&*&+t>*&+O+e>*&*O+t>+&*0y 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Comer of Clough 8 Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES. 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
*Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
•^ast dependable. 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications lor 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
to*c<to*&to*at£itoto* 
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Alpha Phi Proudly Announces 
Their New Officers 
President 
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Reagan celebrates his 75th 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Reagan celebrated 
his 75th birthday with prayer 
and merriment yesterday, 
saying he is "a little amazed" 
at the events of his lifetime 
and still feels young despite a 
year of health problems and 
international crises. 
The president began his 
day attending the National 
Prayer Breakfast at a Wash- 
ington hotel, where he bowed 
his head in prayers led by the 
Rev. Billy Graham and oth- 
ers and listened as Vice Pres- 
ident George Bush read 
greetings from world leaders. 
The crowd, estimated at 
more than 3,200, then sere- 
naded the president with 
"Happy Birthday." 
"I am enormously 
touched," the president said. 
"Yes, today is my birthday. 
Seventy-five years ago I was 
bom in Tampico, 111., in a 
little Oat above the bank 
building. We didn't have any 
other contact with the bank. 
And here I am sort of living 
above the store again." 
Leaving the hotel, Reagan 
was asked how he felt. 
"Fine," he said. 
HOW WAS HIS health? 
"Just like I'm 39," said the 
president, who underwent 
surgery for cancer of the 
colon in July but came 
through a recent medical ex- 
amination with no sign of a 
recurrence. 
Back at the White House, at 
an Oval Office ceremony at 
which he signed his economic 
report, Reagan reminded re- 
porters that indeed be was 75, 
but added, "Remember, 
that's only 24 Celsius." 
The president has treated 
his age as a joke ever since 
his 1980 campaign, after 
which he became the oldest 
person ever elected  presi- 
When he repeated that be 
felt only 39, one of the report- 
ers at the Oval Office cere- 
mony told him, "Well, you 
only look 39." 
'You're my favorite fellow, 
you made my day," Reagan 
responded with a laugh. 
ation 
Call the RSA issues hotline 
372-8165 
Hotline hrs: Monday and Wednesday 




ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
Phone 352 9378 
S35 High St. • Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00 - 4:30 Monday ■ Friday 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE • 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Features: 
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat - gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
lots of closet space 
1 1/2 bath 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spo Whirlpool • Sun lamps • Showtr Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Souno      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished I 
A copy of the 1986 BGSU Summer Catalog has been reserved 
especially for you. Don't suffer through another unbearable 
summer. We have a great selection of summer courses, 
recreation, and sunshine waiting for you and we promise to keep 
you happy at Bowling Green State University. You bearly have 
to try to have a good summer at BGSU! Pick up your free 
catalog, The Bear Facts on Summer, at campus locations 
beginning February 14, and make your plans to GRIN AND 
BEAR IT AT BGSU! 
Pre session May 19-June 6 * 
First Five Week Session June 9-July 11 
Second Five Week Session July 14-August 15 
Eight Week Session June 9-August 1 
Ten Week Session June 9-August 15 









ACCT 222 GBA X650 MIS 200 
ACCT 221 GBA X653 MIS 360 
BA203 HOEC 212 PEP 342 
C&TE558 HOEC 303 POPC 160 
EDF1580 HOEC 313 POPC 231 
ENG200 HOEC 328 POPC 580 
ET245 HPER C580 RTVF261 
GBA X628 LEGS 301 TECH 152 
GBA X630 MFG338 TECH 391 
GBAX640 MFG427 TECH 553 
VCT203 
Pre session courses are listed under First Term offerings 
in the Summer Schedule, The Bear Facts on Summer. 
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BG faces Spartans for first place 
by Tom Sfcemtvttz 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's hockey team 
is feeling the heat. 
After losing twice to Western 
Michigan last week, the Falcons 
must follow-up against Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
rival Michigan State, this week. 
"Its like going from the frying 
pan into the Are," BG head 
coach Jerry York said. "MSU 
has been playing very well over 
the last month. 
The Falcons, losers of four 
consecutive games, entertain 
the Spartans tonight at 7:30 in 
the BG Ice Arena. MSU returns 
the favor Saturday, hosting BG 
in Munn Arena at 7:30 p.m. 
The Spartans, 17-7-2, are 
ranked seventh in the nation 
according to the WMEB-FM Me- 
dia Poll and breathing down the 
10th ranked Falcons' neck in the 
hunt for first place in the CCHA. 
After the recent slump, BG, 
204 in the CCHA, holds Just a 
four-point over the Spartans. 
WMU, who beat the Falcons 7-6 
and 5-2 last week, lurks right 
behind the Spartans with a 17-9 
mark. 
DESPITE THE rare losing 
streak, York said his icers are 
showing no signs of letdown. 
"It has always been our frame 
of mind to not get carried away 
by big wins and not to go off the 
deep end when we lose," York 
said. "One of the actions of a 
coach is to keep the team on an 
even keel all season." 
Although Broncos' coach Bill 
Wilkinson was worried about 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
521 E. Merry (near the Towers) 
2 BR — Furnished 
720 Second St 
1 BR — Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR — Unfurnished 
Furnished 
715 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR — Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR — Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR — Furnished 
Forest Apt*. — S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR — Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR — Stove and Refrig. Furnished 
455 S. Enterprise 
1 BR — Stove and Refrig. Furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
BG's two-game losing streak 
entering last week's series, Ma- 
son doesn't think the current 
four-game drought will add ex- 
tra incentive to BG's game plan. 
"I don't look at it that way," 
Mason said. "We play one game 
at a time. We've had some great 
games with BG and the past 
should have no bearing on the 
outcome." 
TWO OF those great games 
occured earlier this season. 
Bruce Rendall's goal with only 
34 seconds remaining in over- 
time gave the Spartans a 4-3 win 
in the series opener. 
But BG retaliated the next 
night in a similar situation. 
Clarke Pineo's OT goal 34 sec- 
onds into the extra period broke 
the Falcons record for the fast- 
est OT goal and gave BG a 6-5 
victory. 
The Spartans have improved 
since the November meeting 
particularly in conference play. 
MSU is 8-1-1 in their last 10 
games and destroyed Northern 
Arizona last week. 
Senior left wing Mike Don- 
nelly has paced the Spartans in 
the surge. Donnelly has a 29- 
5ame point-scoring streak and 
0-game goal-scoring streak, 
placing him third in the CCHA in 
scoring with 54 points. 
"I don't know if we can stop 
him," York said. "He is so 
strong because his teammates 
are also good." 
Donnelly's teammates include 
center Joe Murphy, forward Ke- 
vin Miller and right wing Mitch 
Messier, who are all in the top 15 
in scoring. 
The Falcons can expect to see 
both occupants of one of the best 
goaltending duos in the country. 
Bob Essensa and Norm Foster 
are second and fourth in the 
CCHA with goals against aver- 
ages of 3.68 and 4.06, respec- 
tively. 
BOWLING GREEN VS. MICHIGAN 8TATE 
WHEN and WHERE: Tonight at 7:30 - BGSU Ice 
Arena; Tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. — MSG Munn Arena. 
BOWLING GREEN 
Nickname: Falcons 
1985 record: 2210, 20-6 in the CCHA (first) 
National Ranking: tenth 
Head coach: Jerry York, seventh year (161-104-12) 
Returning lettermen: 14 (F-10, D-3, G-l) 
Last Weekend: BG lost twice to Western Michigan, 7-5 
and 5-2. The Falcons have lost four straight. 
Players to watch: Jamie Wansbrough (RW), second in the 
CCHA with 56 points and the holder of BG's record 
for most goals, notched a goal and two assists in the 
season's first series against the Spartans. Paul Ysebaert 
(C) is sixth in the CCHA with 48 points. Gary Kruzich (G), 
has a 3.71 GAA which is the third lowest in the CCHA. 
MICHIGAN STATE 
Nickname: Spartans 
1985 record: 21-8-2. 17-7-2 in the CCHA (second) 
National ranking: seventh 
Head coach: Ron Mason, seventh year (175-97-7) 
Returning letterman: 14 (F-8, D-4, G-2) 
Last Weekend: The Spartans swept Northern Arizona 12- 
2 and 9-3. 
Player to watch: Mike Donnelly (LW), the CCHAs third 
leading scorer with 54 points, has a 10-game goal- 
scoring streak and 29 point scoring streak. Bill Shlbicky 
(C), tallied seven points last weekend. Goaltenders Bob 
Essensa and Norm Foster rank second and fourth in the 
CCHA with 3.68 and 4.05 GAA. Both should see action 
this weekend. 
Series record: MSG 14-9 
Last series: BG split, losing 4-3 in overtime and winning 
6-5 also in overtime. 
Fish are your friends. 
Don't throw trash in their home. 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PRESENTS 
A WORLD PREMIERE 
uR«^s 
FROM THE RIVERS OF OUR FATHERS 






NedaSpea*!               Ma** Adam* 
AIIM Vcrnon         Stephanie Olion 
Tonya Duma*      Room BtcketMafl 
Brett Colllni 
Eg**. Acto.»| 
AmoaCwwson          Sylvia Cartat 
Gary Bond               Wen«F<en«lm 
FEBRUARY 12-15, 1986 
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 
8:00 P.M. 
No Reservations (250 seats) 
Box Office Opens at 7:00pm 
TICKETS: S1.50 
•    Pitfillc Dlicuitlfln wHh Playwright «fter each performance 
•   Adult Th«me»!Un(ju»a« 
Produced by 












Come out and 





Established Accounts    353-8381 
CHECK US OUT FOR 
FALL RENTALS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
**• 
* RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
* FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS 
* FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS 
* 8,h STREET APARTMENTS 
* N. SUMMIT STREET APARTMENTS 
* GREENBRIAR NORTH — POE ROAD 
* HOUSES AND DUPLEXES ALSO AVAILABLE 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. WOOSTER 
352-0717 
H M N H H W 
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Falcons battle 00 for first 
by Paul SIM 
sports reporter 
The "Showdown" has arrived. 
Bowline Green's women's 
basketball team, second in the 
Mid-American Conference, 
travels to Athens Saturday to 
battle first-place Ohio. 
The Bobcats are perched atop 
the MAC with a 10-1 record, and 
part of the reason lies in their 
All-American candidate Caro- 
line Mast. 
Going into the MAC clash, 
Mast is averaging 24.8 points a 
game. The senior had 18 mark- 
ers against Kent State Wednes- 
day, but shot just five of 18 from 
the field. 
BG coach Fran Voll says OU 
boasts more than Mast. 
"We're going to have to de- 
fense them with Caroline in 
mind, but they have better play- 
ers than just her." Voll said. 
"Ohio is a very solid team both 
inside and out. They don't lack a 
lot as far as the team con- 
cerned." 
KIM WALTON and Dawn Hei- 
delman join Mast on the front 
line. Walton pops in 10.4 points a 
Same, and Heidelman manages 
.9 from the center position. 
OU coach Amy Pritchard says 
her  Bobcats  will  have  their 
hands full in the paint. 
"Bowling Green is stronger 
than we are inside. They have 
Joelyn Shoup who can really 
drive the lane," Pritchard said. 
"We're going to have to play a 
4? 
* 
better game defensively against 
them." 
BG's Stephanie Coe is coming 
off a strong game against Cen- 
tral Michigan. The senior fin- 
ished with 16 points and led the 
Falcons in rebounding with 10. 
Jackie Motycka also punched 
in for 16 against CMU, before 
fouling out with more than 14 
minutes to play. 
The Bobcats have strength in 
the backcourt with Marty Heck- 
man. The OU guard averages 9.1 
points a game, and currently 
leads the conference in assists 
with 165. Heckman dished off 12 
against KSU. 
BG COUNTERS with Rhonda 
Moore. The perimeter guard 
scored 18 points against CMU. 
and has missed just seven foul 
shots all season. 
"BG is a smart team that 
doesn't beat themselves," Prit- 
chard said. "They are a funda- 
mentally sound team, and we 
cannot afford to get into their 
type of (half court) game." 
OU's Shelly Jorgensen poses 
the final Bobcat threat. Jorgen- 
sen tossed in an unusually high 
18 points at KSU. The forward 
averages just 6.7 points a game 
off the bench. 
Voll knows all about strength 
off the bench. Dawn Brown 
popped into the CMU game and 
scored 10 points, as well as grap- 
pling for a couple of steals. 
"We're going to need to match 
up well and play real hard. 
Tnere's no question OU is a 
strong team,'' Voll said. "But 
top to bottom, I like the team I 
have." 
Falcon Notes: Against the 
Chips. Motycka fouled out for 
the first time in her career. 
OU suffered its only loss to 
Central. The Falcons are the 
only team which has beaten the 
Chips twice. 
Shoup will start her third 
staight game after recovering 
from the leg injury. 
Bobcats seek revenge 
by Ron Frlti 
assistant sports editor 
With Bowling Green bas- 
ketball coach John Weinert's 
retirement announcement on 
everybody's mind, Satur- 
day's game against Ohio Uni- 
versity has merely been an 
afterthought for most. 
But Bobcat coach Danny 
Nee has been thinking about 
nothing else. He said the Mid- 
American Conference contest 
is crucial for his team. 
"We're trying to survive," 
Nee said. "We'll be ready. BG 
has had a tremendous season 
in the MAC." 
Nee said Weinert's an- 
nouncement would have no 
affect on his team. 
"What other people do has 
no influence on our team," he 
said. "We have to be con- 
cerned with ourselves." 
Weinert said he expects the 
Bobcats to be more than re- 
ady for the 3:30 p.m. contest 
in OU's Convocation Center. 
"They're waiting for us," 
Weinert said. "They want to 
pay us back for the first de- 
feat. I wouldn't be surprised 
if they're waiting for us in the 
parking lot as soon as we get 
off thehus." 
OU, WHO is 14-6 overall and 
6-4 in the MAC, wasn't pre- 
pared when it lost its first 
league game to the Falcons 
77-75. Anthony Robinson's 30- 
foot, one-handed shot at the 
buzzer beat the Bobcats on 
"They're waiting for us. They want to 
pay us back for the first defeat. I wouldn't 
be surprised if they're waiting for us in 
the parking lot as soon as we get off the 
bus." 
— John Weinert, BG coach 
Jan. n. 
"BG was prepared coming 
into the game," Nee said. 
"They were 2-9 going into that 
game and they were the best 
2-9 team I've ever seen. They 
played great." 
Forward Jim Smith scored 
23 points to lead the Falcons' 
victory while Brian Miller 
added 19. Steve Martenet 
chipped in 17 points. 
''Martenet always plays 
well against us," Nee said. 
"Everytime he plays us, he 
sets a new career high for 
points. We bring out the best 
in him. Doesn't he ever get 
the flu before a game?" 
Last season at OU, Marte- 
net scored a then career-high 
17 points. He saw limited ac- 
tion the second meeting be- 
tween the two teams, but 
rebounded with the 17-point 
effort a month ago. 
"I really don't know why I 
play so well against OU," 
Martenet said. "I guess the 
natural rivalry brings the 
best of me. It's always a big 
game. I just get good shots 
out of the offease. I quietly 
get my points." 
THE BOBCATS are led by 
senior Robert Tatum's 17.4 
points per game average. 
Freshmen Dave Jamerson 
and Paul Graham average 
14.5 and 13.4 ppg., respec- 
tively. Junior cener John 
Rhodes chips in with 10.8 per 
game. 
Against the Falcons, who 
are now 7-13 overall and 5-6 in 
the MAC, Jamerson and Rho- 
des each scored 23 points. 
Graham was unable to play 
because of an ankle injury. 
"Graham could make a dif- 
ference," Weinert said. "He's 
a great player. Jamerson is 
outstanding." 
But Weinert can't predict 
how his announcement hurt 
his team. 
"I really don't know if it is 
going to nave a positive or 
negative affect on the team," 
he said. "I know I'm going to 
coach as hard as I can; I'm 


















Buy your sweetie a 
VALA-GRAM 
It's a silver and red heart-shaped balloon. 
Cost is $1.50 which includes free delivery 
on campus on Feb. 14. Buy one now 
through Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. in the 
Union Foyer while supplies last. 
Sponsored by UAO in cooperation with 




At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies 
at a very low price. Our other services include 
binding, collating and a self-serve workspace 
stocked with all the things you need to put 
together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's. 
For great copies. And great deals. 
kinko's 
Open early. Open late. 
Open weekends. 
325 E. Wootter 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419) 354-3977 







Congratulates Their New Initiates 








^l5ome^5^ir New Rted 
Mikt/tisner i      Bill NrfTfi 
Rich Garceau X        Jon£<iaski 
Karl KughtrV kdfReese 




NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
■k Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintenance 
* Swimming Pools 
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
Classifieds BG News/February 7,1986 8 
CO-OP CORNER 
TECHNICAL WRITER Clsvstond arM Encash 
or Technical Writing majors, computar 
background hsiphj Musi be a! leaat Junior. Ex- 
-Ulnl pay SUMMER ONLYI 
LOAM REVIEW co-C* rolado area Spring- 
Summer Immediate opening with major ban 
company Jr. or Sr Finance or Acctg student 
tor management report assistance WR help 
prepare trend reports, mstntain loan portfoeo*. 
aaaart In He and data loan reviews and balance 
accounts $5 00 rrwvrnum You can't paaa up 
meofle.il 
RETAIL-FASHION MERCHANDISING melprs 
lor cnlernsnip with national Cham E.ceeonlpey 
lantaetK Man In Toledo area. SUMMER ONLY1 
Fut-bme 
COMPUTER SCIENCE CO-OP Dayton Work 
lor large federal agency Soph or Jr C S or 
MKmalors Wi consider 2 5 OPA to work sum 
mar and next spring Superb experience, ex- 
OHM pay, future |ob opportunities1 
DECORATING CENTER- Toledo needs design 
merchandising students Will work with 
customers selecting colors, patterns and 
materiel lor floors, was. and windows Part- 
time, sprmg-surnmer and PAID" 
ADVERTISING AGENCY Columbus needs 
public relations. roumaesm advertising or com 
muracanons majors lor SUMMER1 FuHime 
paywtg position 
CALL CO-OP OFFICE 372-2451 or STOP BY 
21i Admlnlelratlon Bldg 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
•••Attention O.S.E.A.-" 
Next meeting is Tuea., Fab. 11th at 8 00 m 
115   Ed   Jane  Wood  wa)  be  speaking  on 
Teacher Certification 
■ ' Communication Majors*' 
Jom SPJ. the Society of Professional Jour- 
nalists Intormationel Meehng Monday Fee 10 
at 7 30 Commons. 2nd floor West Ha* Pro- 
spective members welcome For information 
eel Carolyn 353-0710 
••PHI BETA LAMBDA" 
Announces SPRING INDUCTIONS 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10 at 7 30 
ALUMNI ROOM 3RD FLOOR UNION 
Wood County Court Judge Donald Decessna 
we be speaking on the topic of White Coaar 
Crime 
Business Ante- OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
ARE YOU IN THE TOP 10 OF THE COLLEGE 
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES? If so. 
you may be etgijle to apply for the flrst Ad- 
minrstratrve Staff Scholarship for 1986-87 
Check n the College Office. 102 Hearth 
Center, to determne your sersbety and pick up 
a scholarship appecahon 
ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS 
American Marketing Association   Membership 
Drive TODAY m the BA Lobby trom 9-3 30 and 
f Math Science trom 9-3 Membership sign up 
m Math Science is open to Freshmen also 
Attention al elementary dual majors EESABap- 
pecehons are due Fn . Feb 14. 529 Education 
Busding 
Attention Spanish Club 
Sat Fab 8 al 7 30 pm 
Fleets' 622 KjvjewoodRides available tl front of 
Umon 
Free to members $1 00 non-members 
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND 
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL a TRI- 
PLE MAJORS"' Final day to apply for Fan 
1986 MEP Thursday. February 13 Apples 
non forms are avaaaDie in Room 529 Ed Bldg 
DONT FORGET'!' 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Valentine Happy Hours on Fn . Feb  14 at Up- 
town from 4 to 7 pm Free to al members and 
SI for non members Bring your sweetheart1 
BGSU TAE KWON DO CLUB CLASSES 
Man aWed 8.45-10 30 pm 
Frl 7.00-9:00 p.m. (Not todayl 
at 118 Eppler Center. Brmg sweats or uniform 
NJ. NEW MEMBERS WELCOME. CALL MARK 
AT J54-5700 
biard o) Black Cultural Acttvtties 
a sponsoring a 
Gospel Extravaganza 
Tab. 16. 6.30 p.m. 
Kobacker Hal 
Tickets available at University Hal 
S5 with student ID. $6 in advance 
and $7  at the door 
DID YOU BUY YOUR BGSU TRIVIA GAME 
LAST SEMESTER FOR ONLY SB 9977 NO. 
WELL HERE'S YOUR CHANCE' COME TO 
THE BGSU TRIVIA VALENTINE SALE AND 
PURCHASE THIS ORIGINAL GAME FOR 
(•.Ml' STOP BY THE BA LOBBY MONDAY 
THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 9:30 TO 3:30 TO- 
DAY! BRING VALID STUDENT ID 
Late to win • semesters tuition' Buy an USA 
Tuition Raffle ticket' ONLY (1 par ticket of 6 
tor (5 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God 620 
2nd St 2nd 1 Err, BG Pastor Mck Park*. Al 
ate Invited Sun School-tO am. Mom 
Worship-11 am. Eve. prayer A pnass-7pm. 
Wed Famay Mont 7 pm 
SHIP 
[Students Helping In ProgranvMng) 
your sweetheart a 
carnation for 
Valentine. Day 
(1 00 In Oflenneuer Lobby 
On Sale Wednesday Feb. 6-12 
Wl oetver flower i message ri Oflenneuer 
BICYCLE 
Com. to the llran ejBMaMslBMl "leallne of 
the rw B.O.S.U. Bicycling Cask. Teeedey. 
Feb. 11 m the (A Bldg. Rcere 180. 7:>0 am. 
Friends of the Deaf Community 
New campus  group  to  hold  organizational 
meeting Feb   12 at 9.00 p.m. In 303 Educa- 
tion BUg Anyone nterested In the ttoejlig m 
oared community please attend or contscl Lort 
Shoutr or Annette C«xra  
HEAB-Arsn't you etIH hungry? Then came to 
the HSC Bale. Sal* Man. and Tuee. Feb 10 
snd 11. The Hu men Service. Chib wM be hav- 
ing • Mt* Sale at Ihe Home Economics and 
Education buildings, tots el aoodtoall So 
h-EAB-tlnd the HSC Bale Selel 
MONDAY MUSICIANS 
517 JAZZ QUARTET 
KREISHER CAFETERIA 
MONDAY, FEB. 10. 5-1 PM 
STUDENT SSSBWMMM 
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS 
Monday. February 10 
4.00 - 5 00 p.m. 
Aximm Room. Urweisity Union 
CREATING CHANGE IN YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 1 SURVIVING 
Wayne CoMn. Director of Greek Lite 
Sponsored by the 
Office of Student Actvttiee S Onentotton 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST CAT 
Grey with distinctive bate aye* 
Please cat 354-8977 
LOST HP-1 1C Calculator. Thursday Jan 30 In 
120A Overman   Reward If fbund-PLEASE eel 
372-3712: ask lor Nancy. 
LOST LADIES GOLD WATCH ON WEST SIDE 
OF CAMPUS WALKING TO MARK'S PUB ON 
FRIDAY 1-31-88   F FOUND. PLEASE CALL 
372-6415 
LOST Purple 3-speed txke with white whicker 
Basest Large reward offered for return Cel 
372-1062  
LOST Key chain attached to leather caee 
•Wl single key. Wed. Jan. 2t. Pleeee oil 





Have your special event video taped Das* per 
he*. lormaJs. weddings, ale Cal 353 1809 or 
3526429  
oREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
tost Objective Info Cal now. 354 HOPE 
(4673) Hrs M, Th. 12 noon-8pm T.W 10 
am-2pm. Sat. 12 noon 2pm 
TYFWG SERVICES lor n types ol papers al76 
cents per psge (double spaced). B0 cent* par 
page tor dktaertsflona 352 3987 from 8 
em -9 p.m. 
WB do typing In my horn*. Convenient tocaabn, 
across from Rodger* dorm Experienced Cal 
352-0299  
LOSE WEIGHT S world's 1 Hartal Nvtrl- 
ttonsl Program. 3-7 lbs. first trass. Money 
Beck Guarantee. Cell 353-0107. 
Abortion 
Frea Pregnancy Teat 
Morning After Treatment 
Center lor Choice 








Next meeting « Tue*., Feb. 11 at 8:00 In 115 





DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
i tuvlt»n 
8 0*«- lpt1<W)»f 
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38 Aflomiow ■Ml 
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TV*!" 
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54 Sui'CUftOMD. 
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SUM I Kf>n« 
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60 B'-Og* »■»■/ 
64 School tOutOMI 
Or H»n.,  VI 
66 TurnciM 
88 Withoul p*w 
8' PuB'i'*' S 
68 B'-DOajvs 
80   TatAlBp 
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THE SNOW MAY NOT COME BUT THf PARTY 
*nU_ 0£T PSYCHED FOR SATURCAY. -THE 
BETAS 
ATO.-W.re ready a> dance on tie tablae with 
yomi 
Love, the AJphe Delts 










HAPPY 21BT BtstTHOAYi You're MB bast big 
anyone   could   ever   ask   tort   Thanks   for 
everytangt Yours Bis greswat 
Love In Oernrna Ftl and much TTKE. Lssa Amy 
BRADLOOOE 
QOOO LUCK AS US JUSTICE WE ARE PPO 
UO OF YOUIII -THE PHI PSfS  
Catch tie akjms Nu Rats* Ssturrjay at Mardl 
Oral. Prttee frauds food and atjurne 
O>IQRATULAT10NS 
Bem  FOwrjaE  CONNEUY and 
SANOY WBJJAJAS 
ON KCOMNQ TWO OF BO'S BEST 
PI PHI ANOELSI 
Love. Debby and BYldoe. 
Dewne Durm 
Get psyched lor a lerrlnc weekend 
Good luck n ekKBonei 
Love   your roomie' 
DEAREST VALENTt*. 
ROSES  ARC  RED,   YOUR  ROOMMATE  IS 
BLUE 
SO QfVE HER SOMETHPeQ SPECIAL 
LET ME DANCE FOR YOU. 
MALE DANCER BE MME. 372-4222 
Doss your rakefin deserve a p«eonelied 
banner or greeeng card on February 14? Sura 
they dot Wave got (ism for you at Ine IMC. 
Production Lab In Room 206 EducaBon 
BUMng Pan* your order, berore 7:00 P.M. 
on Tueeday Fab. 11 for pick up on Thursday 
Fab. 13 Banners $5 00 Greedng Cards with 
(1.25. 
COWJRATULATrOsa TO TNI IBM MO Bf 





OET BFT FOR M HOUR* OF CAROBI 
HEY BETAS. 
SUDOBeO? WELL MAYBE NOTI BUT OUR 
HAPPY HOURS WILL BE HARD TO TOP. SEE 
YOU SATRUDAY AT 2:00. LOVE. THE ALPHA 
QAMB 
Hay OO's and daMe 
Oat ready K set sM on a fun-fBed Varenane. 
Day Cn.ee Bon-Voyagal  
MeyFCs- 
Get reedy to have a FANTASTIC true Friday 
nkjMII See you guy* there' 
Love, the Alpha PM'* 
Us not Let a lad, *"• 
OAMMA PH BETA'S PBaFlCTLY PUUOI 
J.T.'a Ptaa 
Franoh Bread Pizza-Only (1.76 
Phone 362-5476 
J.T.s Plzz* 
16" Cheeee Plzza-Omy (3.76 
Phons 362-5476 
J.T.'* Plzzs 
10" Chsass Ptas-Onry (1.76 
Phone 362-6476 
J.T* Pttza 
14" Cheeee Ptaa-Onry (2.76 
Phone 362-6475 
JM SHAFFER 
CONOWATULATIONS ON BEING A MEMBER 




You aura have action on the .-b court, but how 
about off the court? Lovtv every mmukt ol RI 
Kevti Qaffney and Woody. Great Ub during 
Rush. Your hard work was aporecaHed 
Thank*   -BluB—* of ATO 
LSAT-MCAT-OMAT-ORE 
NTE-CPA REVSJW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATXDNAL CENTER 
MO. 1 1 TEST PREPARATION 
(41(1636-3701 TOLEDO 
MarkM 
Sal najht wa* fun. I hope II doeen t end thera 
You're a gnat Mend to have 
An Angel In DteguM 
MARNE KAUFMAN 
CONGRATS ON BEMQ A PI PHI PLEDGE 
GOOD LUCK WITH PlJEDOsNO 
LOVE. JOE (RUFF) 
Thank you tor past year d happsiee* and good 
anesl I hope th*r*. many more to cornel Hap- 
PAMKILLEN- 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   DZ-SIQMA 
NU LAVALIER**3 TO MfTCH KAHL   YOU TWO 
MAKE   A   CUTE   COUPLEI   HAPPINESS 
ALWAYS! 
LOVE  YOUR DELTA ZETA SaSTERS 
RC ROBERTS-- 
Hoar couM I art you guJusli wenout your own, 
personal oompa Bompa?' You've arways 
brlgteened up my day wah a Dsrkneee on Hie 
Data" or a "Carolna-. Good Luck. -Amy 
SAEa 
We're reedy to •asr (to weekend 0* right 
Prepara to party' Wal see you toregMI Love. 
BaPhiMus 
CUTAWAY WITH UA0-MARO1 QMI   M 
SPRUG BREAK on t. beech at South Padr. 
laand. Daytona Beech. Forl Lsuderdele. Fort 
Waton Beach or Mustang bawid Port Arantes 
from or*, (88. and skang at Steernboet or Vsl 
trom orty (Ml Daasa lodging paras*, goorj* 
baga. more     Hurry, cal Sunchass Tour* tor 
1-O00-321-5B11 TOOAYI When your Spring 
Break counSs   count on Suncnasa 
The Atihe Teus are ready to mek wen tie heat 
of our house and (is Alpha uaSal 
To my krvome GDI Buddy 
0*1 psyohsd lor tonight honey' Wal neve a 
Mast beceuae you look so sery m those "fns~ 
ahorta' Ramarnber to brtog (a green M ( M'sl 
Low. Your 1 Punk 
To my I 
AnrJous to meet you 
Who da M are you? 
To my 
USG Is tie ekidenl go 
youfl 
rt that begM w*h 
USG meats avsry Monday al 7:00 In McFeJ 
Cantor ImmMi Room Corns and voice your 
Velenttne Cards- Snckers- Frsmes -Mugs-■ 
Ptis-Cant*s*--Suzy's Zoo Sweets t Lota More 
Jean. N Thugs. 631 FMot 
VkM 
You dkj a ee*or|obw«h Ftonda Flng" You aura 
do deserve sctve ol Bva weeklLove. your Atoha 
PHI 
Went to Make Friends. Hsvs Fun 
and Heto Others? 
Omega Phi Alpha IntoiiieMkin Nkjht 
Sunday. Fan (. 6:00 Ohio Sue*. 
University Union 
Come tm hr\ and help others 
mi 
Put your cefamee on and get reedy tor a Ian 
■esc tanl Love Of Gamme Pre. 
UNUMIMIMIMUNUWUM 
happy BMhdayl | you »*• your Btlhdey wont 
be succeeafU. you've got mother tank conwVI 
Love. Jan 4 Stow 
ATTEMTtOSL.. 
DM you   hear   the!   Peter   Jennings and Dan 
Ratters were married a year ago m South 
AiBsrtcs?! 
Stoned. 
Loyal (toe WoU OL Fam.TSTM  
CAMP DAY-aUMMES MS FAIR 
MARCH 4. 1(06 
GRAND BALLROOM-UNION 
In, let. 
C0*Q«ATUlATK)*l( NEW ALPHA QAal OF- 
FICER*, WE'RE SO PROUD Of YOU. WE 
KNOW YOU'LL BE A SUPER EXEC. LOVE. 
YOUR I 
Al You Can Eat Buffet 
Every Sun In (to Phiatanl Room 
12 noon - 2 pm 
Eight Hot Selections i Detune 
SaM Bar ONLY (6.76 
RESERVATIONS 372-26(6 
Meal Coupons Accepted 
evPePel S e*er4T^^ar4l Jjr*ev*e*s   r^BreVer4hT4BT*t*w 
Fhral OiBkiali. (K t 
1H-4144 
M 
Wa went the whole campus to know that you re 
"on da wagon" - nuius-i akwa you're tum- 
ng2l today' Everyone pteaae oner to bu, Rick 
l grape Nehl If you see Urn tonight 
- Oeeej Jba Jha and Dave 
PS. Youatsaya were a problem chid 
1    ABOVE    AVERAGE    PER- 
sVJNAUTY. La. AMD LOOM NEED* (O- 
«ONE TO SHARE AMD CARE LET'S MAKE 
THM VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL FOR BOTH 




I'VE OOT ALL THE FAITH M THE WORLD 
THAT YOU'RE THE BEST MAN FOR THE. JOB 
) YOU ALL THE WAYI 
THE BETTER HALF OF THE B.L.C. 
QROUPS WANTsYra SPACE «v. THE 1SM KEY 
MUST CAU TRACY PARKER: 1*4-1717 OR 
THE KEY OFFICE: 172-BSM IV FUL, FEB. 7. 
IXIBrTLETYOIjaiuYAVOljyaELgTOuTI 
HEY FAJFYi DEAMNE HEREI "(PEAK", YOU 
(ATt WELL, HAPPY MRTHOAYI THOUOHT 
I'D TAKE THM SPECIAL DAY, TO THANK THE 
LORD YOU'RE HERE..T0 STAYI YOU ARE 
THE ULTasATE ROOeBMATE AND FRSOaDI I 
LOVE YOU I 
HAPPY 20*1 baby' Remember I 
■ok 7 I bva you ahvaya - 
Cslasll'aa seerch si (Ml asms Meal al 
■'■■■n    OH ssa R bs Mend? Help me 
Bed eul.-CsetacI 2-17B4 by phone or wrHa 
(41 I 
aaeaaa) Be ear anceeesrs. 
I love you. Katty      (Jint 
You don't know ma. but I know you. You *aam 
to bs a sweet and MauBU young tody. 
Myetsrtouary Your*. 3rd (nor Brcrnwald Reel- 
JEAkc Everybody It rsM Mtj out (l 
raapuiat to what you've dona....or i 
Qod. mm an ego. 
JUL* (PREZ) CALKINS 
The sms hea come 
to put your gavel to reel 
You've dons a hel of a |cc 
AJphe Xi's Beet' 
lirsst president you were 
An angel you're not 
We know you're wed 
(to boys know your* hot' 
Alof ttepersea 
breaking rules, having fun 
(a* asuomi (raaoma. 
hi 
Wal wrae on our boards 
get chewed up too 
Dancsig on lumaura 
so what's new? 
twee tour years were outsgeoua 
Thanks to eraet ktondel 
WELOVEYOUf 
KUZ. ZDAR, LACROtX. MCNAMARA 
Tesaasy, Fsb. 11, B-10 *.m. 
Tha.sasyFea.1S, I 
Cat (0-74(7 ter . 
KrteKraes, 
Th*blg21 haa hnety gotten here' Happy BVTh- 
day' Wa lova ya'    Dorma I Jan* PS   Eat any 
ludt^ptoSjlaly?  
ITS FUNI fT( WOWI ITS NOW! 
ITS MAROt ORAS 'Ml 
I hop* you lav* • vary epsdal 20th btthosy 
bacaua* you sr* on* *p*dsl iixiirsrass and 
mend HAPPY oWTHDAYIII 
I tove you -Tern 
BTV Dt^UeMT HCKAEL-I CAN'T BELIEVE 
YOU'RE FBtAUY HERE. TOGETHER AT 
LAST I Wl MADE IT TliROuOH THE PAST ( 
MONTK( (Y 000( GRACE, ANO THE NEXT 
J 1-7. B>C»tTHS WILL BE GREAT QETTINO TO 
KNOW YOU AGAIN. ANO THEN AFTER 
THAT-WE'LL FWAUY BE TOGETHER 
KCeemji WHEN I SAB "YES". YOU MADE 
ME THE HAPPIEST WOMAN M THE WHOLE. 
WDE WORLD IT'S SO 0000 TO HAVE MY 
BEST  FRIEND  BACK—I  LOVE  YOU.  LISA 
NOT ONLY DOtU THE B1AB.MAN TRAVEL 
THNOIMM THE RAM, HAS, ETC, BO 00 
BOM TOUR OLBOEB-OEPENOABIE M ANY 
TYPE OF WEATHER- V YOU DONT MELT M 
THE RAM AND ARE A DEPENDABLE "PEO- 
PLE" PERSON, APPLY TO BE A CAMPUS 
TOUR GUIDE- APPLICATIONS ARE LOCATED 
BIIIOMCTAilCENTlTSMJFFICEOFADMIS. 
sioteiaEQueiaiiQ FEB. SRD-IBTH. APPLICA- 
TWNB W1X BE LH-TED TO THE FIRST 200 
CANDIDATES. ANY FURTHER OutXTKMS 
CAN BE ANSWERED AT MOM ASK TO 
(TEAK TO A T.OJLI  
PWTaao- 
0*1 rsssy tor the beel tea of the Spring 
sesssstarl -Lees, Ma KB*  
PI KAPP( ALPHA (MB, KAPPA SMS, AND 
PM MU'S- IT'S 000*3 TO BE THE BEST 
(-WAY EVER! -THE ALPHA XI'S 
(MBPS- 
THE ALPHA XI'S ARE LOOKING FORRWARO 
TO ANOTHER GREAT TEA WITH YOU! SEE 
YOU ON rTWJAVI  
SYLVIA- 
Congreluasone on beaig a member of th* 1st PI 
FN ptodg* oka* M BG' From one dear angel 
to another. Lova. 
MANE 
TO THE IHHI ALPHA DELTA PI EXEC. 
I CANNOT EXPRESS TO YOU WHAT AN EX- 
7T»SENCE THM PAST YEAR HAS BEEN 
GOOD FOR MEI ITS BEEN BAD AND GOOD. 
FRUSTRATING ANO EXCITING. BUT THE BIO- 
OEST PLUS WAS WORKMO WITH YOUI YOU 
MADE MY JOB THAT MUCH EASIER! I'D LIKE 
TO WKH BEST OF LUCK TO THE 
OMOUATMa (ENIORS ANO TO THOSE 
MOVING ON TO MOOER TrtlNOSI THANK 
YOU FOR YOUR HELP ANO SUPPORTI "WE 
UVE FOR EACH OTHERI" LOYALLY. 
HEW WAMMER HEAD". 
uptown and MTV 
701 
Coming Saturday Fsb. 14 
HoSsA. Moore 
University Service Award 
NonWabon forme are avaMbto 
una Feb  14 In 405 Student Servtoee 
ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS 
MEETWO MON . FEB 10. 7:00 P.M.. TOWNE 
ROOM (4 THH UMON PLEASE ATTENOI IM- 
PORTANT UFO '  
AXOe and Lambda CMS. 
Th* to* ol (X year 
a drawing oiite near 
wal see you M hare 
for music and beer 
The Brother, of Sigma Nu 
HAPPY 23rd BIRTHDAY 
To (to Chaari Queen of Bowertg Green 
W« Love You 
Jarvcs. Fneaand. Len and Fred 
HAPPY BBTHOAY 
AMYHALLET 
LOVE YOU. KATHLEEN 
Stogktg Tstograms For vatonanea Oay~~ 
Order * Utoullll tor your fntnd or 
■ In (is umon Foyer todayl 
Sororty hounboy needed tor 66-87 school 
year ( I set seal J ptoss* eel 2-5607 or 
2-6006.  
BS 
He™ s early, rnHaiiinl, maslant and neety B 
day.  -The B's from ABU Dhabi 
Ths (.ethers of St*** PM EpeUon 
are proud to ennounoe the 
Bu.Biaj Green Big Ep and 
Ohio Mate Trt-Oek Lavallertug 




Whet a better way to beet the whrler blues 
(MSI to start our .tstmrl out with you I See 
DELT»«APPAS-OELT(-KAPPAS 
happy BVthday rrjorreel Thank* lor marung my 
return to BG so sasyt ■ -Chn. 
ITA-C  
CongrMs on going eceve  Youl be e deArato 
aeeet to (to house L.I.T.B. 
George? 
I KAUFMAN 
CLEAN OUR APARTMENT PLEDOCI 
LOVE. YOUR ROOMVIES 
THE BODY, SAY WHAT YOU. AND TXJMANOO 
-Where do III trrTaka (ffla to rsSsct BTTM 
puzzto Re can be Terl rsto retreet St. Thomaa 
Mora 6 to g 30 Sun Fob. (. Register by Feb 
7. 362-7666. 
WANTED 
1 rtreati rurjaMajto needed to afar* nous* for 
Fal '86. Eacessnl toceaon (Comer ol RUgs ( 
N.   Entsrpnsal    Own   room.   (Ufi-month   m- 
cejdee uMsse. Panss cat JB 3 7 2-1626 or Hol- 
ly 372-8407 aa soon aa poeetse! Assure 
yourseH a pace tor ne»t year NOW! Cal klt- 
1 femela no sded to share a two- 
person apt   weh me tor 66-67 school year 
• cM Jaccl 372-5485 
* to i 
364-8237 
Barton*  singer   needed   tor  pregreaehej 
county pop quartet  Must bs wtJng to travel- 
Contact 41B-4222262 and Neve message 
Houss for tent, need 1 reonvnato, own room. 
CM JM after 6 p m. M 3630116. 
**/: Teat tor I tobor 
tor 
Needed rnmee 
row   a  BUY. 
P.E.-AM*(M by H. DeVriee. 3rd ed . CALL 
COLLECT AM OR EVES 0-6(1 (361. (Toledo 
Needed. 2 roommates lor 66-87 school year 
• cal 354-6201 lor more Mo. 
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. APT 
ON 5TH AND ELM FOR FALL 66 AND SPRING 
'87. CALL 372-4161 FOR MORE INFORMA 
T10N. 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINE    HIRING   BOOM'   (14(39.000! 
Stewsrdeesss,   R***rv*ttoni*t*l   Call   lor 
GukJe.Csssette. Nswsssnta*. 




(Men ( Women) 
The Toledo E electrical Join Aiaxanllceehlp *nd 
Training Commrttse wd b* eccephng eppace 
(on* tor (ajM*e(M) tram February 3.IIM 
through Febrvery 14, IBM Acotcsttona ww be 
saas-iH at the Apprenticeship Training Center. 
603 Lane Cty Road. Rceatord. Ohio (behind 
Local S) horn 10:00 e.m. to Noon, Monday 
through Friday N you are between 18 and 26 
llncfcjerve) year* of age (up to 30 tor qualifying 
veteran*), have auccesstuty completed on* 
year ol algebra, have ■ high achool dtptorna *nd 
are In good heath, you quaffy to apply for a*ld 
FTogmm YOU MUST APPLY M PERSON. An 
Eousl Opportunity Employer. 
E»c«ng eummer Job opportunities Toledo River 
Crua* Unas a looking tor young aouXs with 
outgoing ( exciting pensonsttlsa Jobs available 
D ressrvMlona. gt| shop, wsjtor. wtrtrsssas. 
muMoan* 4 food prspsrsttons GRUMPS need 
not apply. Writ* only, *•**) faai*: Dan 
O'Connor, Toledo Rarer Cruise Lines. (t( 
From St.. Toledo. OH 4MM. 
QOVEntsMCNT JOBS (16,040-(59,230-yr 
Now Iwmg   CM i 805-687 6000 E«1 R   9849 
tor current lederal Ml 
MXAN HEAD CAMPS, s privet. co-M camp M 
Ponnsylvan* wa be Interviewing on campus 
Mtrch 4. For MMBMaaTI and appacatlona write 
to SM FMntototi. 69 CerdUvjl St.. Pawl Fever. 
NY 10S65 
OVERSEAS JOBS..Summer, yr. round. 
Europe. S. Amsr.. Auaawh. Asia Al ftold* 
(900-2000 mo Sightseeing. Free «*> Write 
UC. PO Box 52-OH-3 Corona. Del Mar, CA 
92625 
SLnaMER JOBS 
Cedar Point Amusement Park wl nterview on 
cempua   Fab.   12   S   13.   Contact   Student 
Employment Office. 
FOR SALE 
78 Reneul La 'Car, •unroot. AM-FM stereo. 4 
spd . (ess-or oner 352-8956 or 353-5871 
1(72 GMC Janrrry, now engine, hrss. brakes, 
role bar Body In good cond taking $2,200 00 
or beet offer 352-5002 
1(77 Ford Pinto 
New pent, new t»*a. (700 
CM 3525530 
1978 REGAL AM. AM-FM. EXCELLENT 
BODY. 60.000 MILES (2600 OR BEST OF- 
FER 353-7802. 
1976 VW SOROCCO 
76,900 MILES (2.250 
354-0611-STEVE 
1(61 Honda Accord LX. At, cruise, rear 
defroet. AM-FM cassette 5 speed Excellent 
crjnoeon. 50.000 miss. (4,500 353-3207 
Apartment turrvehings 4 acosssoriss   Cheap 
price*   Evsrwvjs-352 I 220 
Coupon book for sale $85 00 
CM Susan or Lum 
2-1310 or 2-1319 
Dtvjo Boot* Sue 7. Western Style. Light 
Brown. Excel Cond.. In original box $20 CM 
Lakes 352-2883 during week 
For Sale Entertainment Stand 31-2X2' wMo- 
■tor stor*o 4 records  CM 352-3160 
SM boots -NoroVa Novas 
Size 10-1 year ok), used three hmes (55 or 
offer  372-1896 
sYaF4M»R0VEMEWT book* Write for FREE 
catatog TDB Enterprieee. 154 Manvae Bowl- 
ing Green. OH 43402. 
FOR RENT 
2 tomato roommatee need to aubtoM* Haven 
House  Apt   May  (  Fab.  rant  pd.   Rani 
CM Kathi or Anne 2 1409. 2 2471 
2 mates rvsaded to unknai annimint WB pay 
(100 ssch  621 E. Many, 362-7346 
6 bedroom houss for '86-87 School year end 
Summer of '66 CM 352 6566 between 1-6 
P.M. 
Thurshn Manor Apsrtmsnts 
Futy Carpeted. At CondHoned 
Cabto TV. Fumtohed Efficiency a 
Laundry FsoBBas   Appecabons lor 
Summer and FM M 451 ThuraBn Avs 
Across from Oflenheuer Towers 
352-6436 
Subtossa: Shgto room tor male grad or 
undargrad. lOKhan 4 bat) ehered wothar 
room* (160-mo . M UK 352-7386 
TWO bedroom fumtohed apt. for Fal 
362-2863 
•2 BEDROOM FURN   4 UNFURN ' 
' PRIVATE SLEEPtea ROOMS' 
keajor LIMMa ( Cabto TV Fun. 
One hell Stock Off Campus 
CALL TOM 
Mon -Fit 7 AM-Noon 352-4873 
Evening 4 wkend 352-1800 
USMQS.C.U  MODEL LEASE 
APARTMENT( NOW FOR RENT FOR THE 
SCHOOL YEAR (4X7 ANO THE SUMMER OF 
M APARTMENTS ARE COMPLETELY FUR- 
ItTsHED WTTH 2 MDPtOOttS. CABLE TV. AM 
COianiTWIBMO, LAUNDRY ANO PARKING 
FACILITIES. ALL LrTK.mE( EXCEPT ELEC- 
TRICITY M PAJO BY OWNER. RENT l( (sM 
FOR THE IUI(»aTR "((" FOR THE APART 
MBIT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR M-(7 THE 
RENT K M7( PER eTesssSlstn WITH 4 PEO- 
PLE. CAU TM AT BUFF APARTMENTS 




Omce hours HAM 4PM 
Al 316 E   Merry Apt   3 
or phons snyttrns for Wormeson 
382-7386 
Farm house tor rant next to BG Heeled Indoor 
pool. Also pasture ( bam tor horse CM 
364-1526. 
I IUUIISIBSS nssdsdlll 
1   block   bom   campus,  own  room,   rant 
(137.60-fRO. plus uMbes  CM 362-6698 or 
362-7784. 
Houssa 4 Apt*, tor 8847 school year 
SrretvBoc«a Rsntws Office 532 Uanvwe. rear 
352-9467 between 12-4. 
Houssa and Apartments dose to campus lor 
summer 1988 and 80-87 school year. CM 
I 267 3341 
Houss* and 1 and 2 bdrm. furnished sots Sum- 




Groundskeeper enjoys work 
by Paiti Skinner 
Friday reporter 
They're out there, picking up 
trash, mowing lawns, shovelling 
snow, serving food, selling 
books. Those classified workers 
may not be In the spotlight, but 
the work they do is seen every 
day all over the campus. 
According to Personnel Sup- 
port Services, the University 
has 1,027 full-time classified 
workers and 132 permanent 
part-time workers. In addi- 
tion.the University employs 
about 175 on-call temporary 
workers who work when needed 
in all different areas around 
campus, such as at registration 
and the University Bookstore. 
These 1,334 employees work in 
about 190 different jobs includ- 
ing such positions as cafeteria 
workers, groundskeepers, resi- 
dent hall maids and mainte- 
nance crews, according to 
Richard Rehmer, director of 
Personel Support Services. He 
added that the classified work- 
ers take care of all the jobs the 
students take for granted. 
"It's the little jobs nobody 
knows about that we take care 
of," groundskeeper Jan Emch 
said. 
Emch had worked in the Mc- 
Donald Quadrangle cafeteria 
cashier for two years when she 
went to the University personnel 
office to look for full time em- 
ployment. The personnel depart- 
ment had three positions 
available - two office positions 
and one groundskeeper job. 
Emch applied and became the 
first female groundskeeper at 
the University. 
"At first I did seem to be a 
little out of place, but I got along 
with everyone so it didn't take 
long to adjust. They (other 
groundskeepers) didn't make 
me feel left out as the only 
woman. And if I couldn't do 
something I sure wouldn't tell 
them," she laughed. "When I 
was hired I knew what was 
expected of me. I knew the job 
involved hard work and inclem- 
ent weather." 
The petite, blond woman looks 
completely at home in the green- 
house. She has a toothy smile 
and is quick to laugh, especially 
about herself. While she insists 
her job isn't much of a subject 
for an article, her eyes shine 
while she talks about the behind- 
the-scenes work she and her co- 
workers do for the University. 
Emch said she does all the jobs her co-workers do from 
mowing and planting flowers to 
picking up litter and shoveling 
snow. 
"There's nothing I really de- 
spise (about the job). Picking up 
litter is probably the worst, es- 
Cfdly on Friday mornings and 
day mornings. Some people 
have no scruples and will throw 
out anything." 
Emch said students can be 
inconsiderate when they see the 
groundskeepers picking up litter 
by throwing trash right in front 
of them or dropping their litter 
right beside the trash can. 
If we ask them to please put 
their trash in the can they say 
"That's your job' and walk away. 
The majority of the students 
appreciate what we do, but we 
don't hear many thank you's. 
"I enjoyed cashiering because 
I could talk to the students. Now 
I say 'hi' to them and they don't 
even recognize me. Now stu- 
dents just go by and look down at 
you and don't seem to want to 
talk. We get more done though 
so I suppose that's good," sne 
shrugged. 
Of all her duties as a grounds- 
keeper, Emch says her favorite 
is mowing. With a feeling of 
power Emch forces sunbauiers 
by Peregrine Pond to get out of 
her way. 
"I like mowing because I can 
look back and see what I've 
done. But in the summer as soon 
as we get the mowing in our area 
done It's time to go back and 
start it all again." 
Emch doesn't plan to stay on 
the grounds crew forever 
though. She plans to quit work- 
ing when she and her husband 
start a family. 
"When I leave there will be a 
spot open, and they might very 
possibly hire another woman. I 
know they won't discriminate 
because they didn't discrimi- 
nate against me when I ap- 
plied." 
Even though Emch will leave 
someday, University employees 
will still be doing those jobs that 
most people take for granted. 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
Jan Emch checks to see which plants need watering at the greenhouse 
where she works as a groundskeeper. Besides her greenhouse duties, she 
must also deliver plants, and work on ground maintainance on the 
campus. 
Student battles piles of garbage on weekend job 
by Ron Coulter 
Friday reporter 
It is 6:30 on a Saturday morning when 
the buzzing of my alarm clock an- 
nounces the beginning of my day. I roll 
over and plug in my coffee maker. 
After a few minutes of cursing myself 
for ever accepting my Job, I crawl out of 
bed, get dressed and gulp my coffee . 
The job I was so ruefully preparing 
for was that of weekend custodian in 
Harshman Quadrangle. The job took six 
hours per weekend out of my sleep 
time, but it felt like six years. Living in 
Harshman, I at least had a short walk to 
work. 
Other than that redeeming feature, 
working in a residence hall on Saturday 
and Sunday mornings last year nearly 
made a misanthrope of me. 
The main requirement of the job was 
to clean up all the public areas in the 
quad, including the lobbies, hallways, 
t.v. rooms, laundry rooms and bath- 
rooms. 
But there was another sinister aspect 
of the job, which I was assigned nearly 
every week: garbage collection. 
The system for collecting garbage in 
Harshman goes like this: two fined 
garbage barrels are placed in a closet- 
sized room at the end of each hallway. A 
chute in the wall of the room leads to an 
incinerator on the first floor. 
The hall's residence advisor tries to 
persuade the students to leave non-bur- 
nables in the garbage barrels, while 
dumping all paper items down the in- 
cinerator chute. Fat chance. 
On a typical weekend morning, the 
floor of a Harshman garbage room is 
strewn with every kind of waste imagin- 
able. 
Overflowing the garbage barrels are 
cardboard cafeteria trays smeared 
with yesterday's ham sandwich, mam- 
moth pizza boxes with circles of grease 
on the bottoms, and bottles and cans, 
their liquid contents now replaced by 
cigarette butts. 
The room's linoleum floor is coated 
with a sticky film from the backwash of 
not-quite-empty beers. 
On rare occasions I would get a break 
and be assigned to clean the bathrooms 
instead of collect the garbage. It was 
not a vacation. Since this is a morning 
paper, however, I won't go into details. 
Through my work, I learned that 
dorm residents as a group show little 
regard for their surroundings. 
The men on the third floor of Brom- 
field stand out in my memory. Every 
weekend potato chips covered the floor 
like confetti. They must have been food 
fetishists. 
Scott Domer was the weekend super- 
visor in Harshman last year. He now 
works in Kreischer during the week, 
and says that, if given the choice, he 
wouldn't work weekends again. 
Domer said the biggest problem he 
had was people not showing up for 
work, along with people who did not do 
the work they were assigned to do. 
Nevertheless, slovenly disregard for 
the work was not the rule all over 
campus. 
Jeff Fox, the "weekend captain" for 
Rodgers and Kohl halls, said the eight 
people who worked under him were 
reliable for the most part. 
Looking at the bright side, Fox said, 
"I liked the job because the hours didn't 
conflict with my class schedule. It was 
hard getting up early, though." 
Have you noticed changes in students over the years? 
Interviews by/Barb Symbollk 
Dianna Belvins, cook, has 
worked for the University a year 
and a half: "We have a lot of 
good students this year. Some 
work harder than others but 
overall they are really nice." 
Robert Reth, parking officer, 
has worked for the University 15 
years: "Ever since I've been 
here the students seem to have a 
good attitude. They try to help 
out whenever possible. They 
have a really good attitude here 
at B.G." 
Danila Lee, librarian, has 
worked for the University for 23 
years: "The kids seem to be 
more grown up than they were 
in the 60's. They seemed 
younger back then and even 
though they are only 17 and 18 
years old now, they just seem 
older." 
Scot Bressler, assistant ticket 
manager and assistant to the 
athletic business manager, has 
worked for the University 3 
years: "I think the students 
have changed since I graduated 
in 1977. The students seem more 
open in expressing themselves." 
Bobbi Cookson, cashier, has 
worked for the University 16 
years: "They've remained the 
same. Everyone is friendly. 
There are a lot of the same 
people and you get to know 
them. The students seem to 
spend more time studying." 
Friday/Peter Fellman 
Virgina Panning, accounts pay- 
able clerk, has worked for the 
University 27 years: "Students 
have gone from bad to good and 
then back and forth. When I 
came here, the people were se- 
rious. Students today are fun 
and serious about their ca- 
reers." 
LOOKING FOR THE SPANISH CLUSTER? 
It can be found in Madrid, Spain! 
Dates: June 1 to August 1 
Credit and partial credit given 
for Spanish 101-102-201-202 
For Information Contact: 
Dr. Mewsdtl Junquera 
Romance Languages Dept. 
Ml Shati.l Hal 
372-MS3 / 353 1643 
$2,134 for 14 credit* 
(Extensive Field Trip Included) 
4 
THE ONLY WAY TO LEARN THE LANGUAGE 
AND THE CULTURE IS TO BE THERE! 
CHARLESTOWN 
APAPTMCMTQ  
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
1 or 2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
.CAMPUS, 





210 MSC- $1.50 
AND 
EXCALIBUR 
MIDNIGHT 210 MSC 
MONDAY NIGHT 
"THIEF OF HEARTS" 
121 West Hall 
7 p.m., 9 p.m.-$1.50 
******* 
Publications (pub  h  ki' 
shens) n., Thai commmee in 
charge of those fancy forms of 
advertisement such as Campus 
Films and concert posters; 2. 
That committee headed by 
WENDY CORDER, UAO's 
queen of high-tech graphics, and 








Beth Ann Parus 
Thanks for all of your de- 
votion and hard work!, 
**** 
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Cafeteria worker's 600 hungry kids keep her young 
by Carl Buergler 
Friday reporter 
Few people can work at a job 
for 16 years and still be happy 
with their work, but this is not 
the case for Shirley Woessner, 
who has worked in the 
Harshman cafeteria since 1970. 
"Basically, I say I'm not 
afraid of anything or anybody. I 
like kids and I like meeting new 
people." said Woessner. '"fnat's 
why I like my job so much." 
That, plus the fact that she 
met her nusband George there. 
"I came to work at the college 
and got my MRS degree in just a 
couple of years," she said. 
TRANSMISSION 
RADIATOR — BRAKES 
Engine Tune 
352-6966 
gt ^    Transmission 
Pr»v«ntatlv» SM 
fluid        Maintenance 
4/ 
Seeing "the kids" every day 
makes Woessner's work inter- 
esting after 16 years. She has 
befriended many of the students 
who have worked in the cafete- 
ria with her over the years, and 
still corresponds with some who 
graduated several years ago. 
"Believe me, if it weren't for 
the students, that place wouldn't 
operate as well as it does. 
Tney're a big part of the cafete- 
ria, Woessner said. "You've 
got to learn to adjust your per- 
sonality to go with the students 
who work there. 
"Sometimes people ask if I 
have any kids of my own. I say 
'No, but I've got about 600 of 
them, all college-aged!' " she 
said. "I guess being around all 
the kids keeps me eternally 
youthful," she jokes, giving one 
of her frequent chuckles. 
Woessner enjoys cheering 
people up. Every day, she brings 
In a thought or joke for the day, 
which she posts above the food 
line where she is working. "I 
used to wonder if anybody read 
them, but when I don't change 
the quote for a couple of days, I 
hear about it," she said. 
When she is not working. 
Woessner is an avid supporter of 
the Falcon sports teams. She 
enjoys baking cream-filled cup- 
cakes for the teams (dozens at a 
time) which the baseball team 
has dubbed "Shirley Cakes." 
Her favorite sport is hockey. 
Woessner and her husband at- 
tend all the home hockey games, 
and travel to away games on 
their weekends off. 
The couple joined the Falcon 
Club last year for the first time. 
Woessner says she enjoys sup- 
porting the teams. 
Ventian Court Resort 
Apartments 
63 Isle of Venice        f* 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33301 
Tel. (305) 525-2223 — call collect 
Students welcome (or Spring Break '86. Apartments, 
efficiencies and hotel rooms to accommodate two to ten 
persons, all around $20 per person per night. Barbecues, 
laundry  pool, maid service. 
Friday/Joe Phelan 
Helping to feed the hungry lunch-time crowd, Shirley Woessner smiles and talks to the kids while she 
prepares sandwiches In the Harshman Quadrangle Cafeteria. She works on the cold sandwich line at lunch 
and on the a la carte line at dinner. 
USE THE CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE 
Ym/mmm///in/ia/imw//t&a. 
TO's 
This ad sponsored by    Campus Comer 
Responsible decisions about drinking and driving 
Located inside 
Open Pantry 
•All Current Releases -Open 7 Days A Week 
-VCR Rental Available       til midnight 
No membership required for rentals 
Same day rentals only 99* 
Machine Rental Mon.-Thur. 
Only $8.99 includes 2 free tapes 
21 locations in NW ohio 
IN SEARCH OF 
T-Shirt Salesman 
Sophomore or Junior; Sales and Marketing of custom 
printed t-shirts, sweatshirts, etc. to groups on campus. 
10% commission. Keep any present jobs. Full program - 
has worked on other campuses for 5 years. Only one 
person will be chosen. Immediately call (513) 271-5334 
and ask for Jim or Gail, or write: Shirt Scene, 5835 
Bramble Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227. Include campus 
& home phone. Thanks!!! I 
This Year 







It's Rocky's own 
delicious Pan Style 
Pizza, carefully pre- 
pared using the finest, 
freshest ingredients 
with a romantic twist 
—it's shaped like a 
heart! A unique 
Valentine's Day gift, that's 
something completely 
Rocky Jjg Rococo 
different. A gift with 
warmth and wit, style 
and good taste. Give 
your favorite valentine a 
truly tasteful gift—a 
Rocky Rococo Heart- 
Shaped Pizza. 
Because love means 





'£$pu*cra«   , ;      /        
/   /   //um^^    available February 7-16 
WITH THIS COUPON 
$2.00 OFF any Large or 
$1.00 OFF any Medium or Small 
whole pan style pizza 
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling QrMn, OH 
Limit one coupon per pizza 
Void with other specials 
Offer expires:   2/30/86 
Phone 352-4600 Rocky^V Rococo 
Now Serving Boor and Win*             Happy Hour* 3-8 Monday 8. Friday I 
§B k*M for Kodty't VMt on fobruary 22, 34:30 p.m. ® 1986 Eocty Rococo Corp. 
OVER 
-10 CODER - 
(BGSU Student ID Not Accepted) 
W. ONLY MD 
THURSDAY 
7 to 9 p.m.—Our Famous Plastic Cup Special! 
FRIDAY 
Till 9 p.m.—Well Drinks—50« 
—Collins, Fizzes, Sours—$1.00 
MAIN ST 
352-3703 
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Riveting performances make 'Currents* enjoyable 
by Dina Honvedel 
Friday reporter 
After attending the dress rehersal of 
the play "Currents: From the Rivers of 
Our Fathers" and reading over the 
script, I was floored. When a scene 
from a dress rehearsal makes you cry, 
you know the play has got to be good in 
Its polished form. 
The play, an original production by 
University playwright-in-residence 
John Scott, opens at 8 p.m. Wednesday, 
Feb. 12 and continues nightly through 
Feb. 15 at the Joe E. Brown Theater in 
University Hall. The play is presented 
jointly by the University Theater De- 
partment and the Ethnic Cultural Arts 
Program. Tickets are $1.50 at the door. 
Floored I should have been. Scott has 
a long history of success in the theater. 
Now artistic director of the Ethnic 
Cultural Arts Program here, he has 
previously written three plays ("Ride A 
Black Horse," "Karma" and "The 
Good Ship Credit"), which have been 
produced off-Broadway in New York by 
the Negro Ensemble Company (NEC), 
the Afro-American Total Theatre and 
the Richard Allen Center for Culture 
and Art. He received a Ph.D. in theatre 
and frequently contributes articles to 
literary journals on dramatic crtitcism. 
The characters in the play have just 
as interesting of a background as the 
playwright and director himself. The 
play is an adult drama concerning the 
past mistakes and choices a black fam- 
Shas made and how those decisions 
ected the future generations. 
The play centers around Jake (played 
by guest performer Amos Cowson), a 
man whose past haunts him. He dwells 
upon the actions of his father, his own 
actions in the past and tries to set things 
straight through writing about the 
events from his past. 
The play moves from the different 
branches of a family tree working 
against each other as currents in a 
river. In the end, they accept each other 
as family and work together to under- 
stand their past mistakes and hurts. 
In one particularly moving scene, 
Lena (Stephanie Dixon) finds out her 
father is living with a young woman, 
Voncee (Neda Spears), and not know- 
ing Voncee is Jake's daughter, lashes 
out in anger, hurt and desperation at 
her brother, mother and boyfriend. 
Dixon's outpouring of emotion and grief 
in this scene is not only believable - it's 
riveting. 
The entire cast is believable, though, 
and the scenes flowed, as did the emo- 
tions and introspection of the charac- 
ters. This isn't just a performance of 
college students - it's an outpouring of 
emotion and talent in an excellent sto- 
ryline that drew me in to the story. 
SCHOLARSHIP 
era 
Mortar Board Candidate Information Packets have been sent to all Juniors in 
the top 35% of their class (usually 3.0 or above). If you are a Junior with a dual 
degree program, a Junior with Senior hours, or if you are eligible and did not 
receive an Information Packet, please contact the Residence Life Office, 425 
Student Services Building. 
MORTAR BOARD, INC. 1986 
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Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
includes utilities 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All resident! have the privilege of using The Cherry- 
wood Health Spa located at 8th and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
>      B.G.'s Favorite VtckoStora!     ■&&£> 
Your Video Headquarters 
VCR RENTAL 
1 Night only $5.95 
TUESDAY - 2 for 1 for 2. 
Two videos for the price of 
one for 2 DAYS. 
WEDNESDAY - Stop by and 
check out our surprise spe- 
cial. 
2 Nights only $11.95 
with 1 FREE TAPE 
3 Nights only $17.85 
with FREE TAPE 
• Every 10th video rental is FREE. 
OVER 3700 MOVIES No Membership Required for Rental 
I/O Video Memberships 
1
 I * price to all STUDENTS 
A" " """£* 111»11 ucea 3' 
A Local Busimm Run By Local People 
112 E. Washington, B.G. 
Feb. 8,1986 
8 p.m. — Midnight 
Events: 
Travel Bureau 
Union Foyer/First Floor 
Questions? Need information about 
my ■>/ the M.in/i df,is at r/i itles a 
any othet UAO events)? (hit UAO 
travel agent < an help! 
Jamaican Beach Party 
Falcon's Nest First Floor 
Come jam uith llnulmii Green s 
favorite reggae hand, ( nuial '"*< ' 
Caribbean Cruise Ship 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Second Floor 
Cruise the S s fiAO, ,ind in. I'i'ii/ 
Inek on the lust floating i aslno in 
fid! Till- hill unifiers i .l/l sa\e then 
winnings to hid on prizes at the 
am fieri, beginning .if midnight' Or, 
fry the1 arnival games sponsoreti In 
campus organizations' All priKeetfs 
trum the i arnival and the * asino </<» 
to charlti 
The Streets of Paris 
Faculty Lounge 
Second Floor 
Stroll through the street "/ Parts 
.iinl have vour portrait drawn b\ .1 
street 1,1111 aluiist   nr half l-run 
/in fnrr taken in front "' the I tfM 
Totter' 
Alpine Ski Lodge 
Alumni RoomThird Floor 
U.IINI n/> hi .1 blazing fire ami pun 
ns fin apres-ski refreshments, 
featuring hot chocolate, ctdet, 
pastries, sundaes andoihet goodies 
County Fair 
Town Room Third Floor 
Step inff» summertime u ith ,1 1 ISII r*> 
the ( riiifirt Ian  where vttu tan 
mum h <<n 1 nttun i andi anil 
/Hi/xiiffi HI utfi prizes .11 games • >/ 
skill 
Jungle Safari 
Ohio Suite Third I loor 
tntuble making 11 ''"• 
/(••u   Hill v,.n ,/.■ ' 
La Cantina del Mexico 
Campus Room. Third Hoor 
( iifii*' south i>l the Imriti'r tot 
nachos t't kinds), taetts and mre, 
1 (Mi/ drinks tn u.is/i if diiun uif/i 
liui dnn'l dunk thr unrrr' 
The Fnchanted Forest 
Tafl Room Third Floor 
iinndi'i uhat surprises tin- luture 
hulds tin ion' / fin/ nut the .insu .is 
/rum astinliiifris  /i.t/111 teailets, 
fisi,i /in s  ,1111/ f.lfuf  1.111/ fr.ll/ 
See you this 
Saturday from 
8 p.m. - midnight. 
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Small-town, relaxing theme hits home 
by Ken Zakel 
Friday reporter 
Murphy's Romance is a relaxed, 
lighthearted film that is likely to bore 
as many as it will charm; yet, I find 
myself in the latter group. The movie is 
like a cool breeze in the chaotic turmoil 
of gratuitous sex and violence scenes 
proliferating most movies these days. 
Thankfully devoid of such content, the 
movie's charm lies in its small-town 
simplicity and the easy-going charm of 
Sally Fields and James Garner. 
Divorced mother Emma Moriarty 
(Sally Field) is the new neighbor in 
town, struggling to establish her own 
horse boarding and training business on 
her run-down ranch home. 
Given the size of town, it's not long 
before she meets Murphy Jones (James 
Garner), pharmacy owner, oddball and 
the most eligible man (he's a widower) 
in town. As Emma struggles to stay 
financially afloat, a friendship and ini- 
tial attraction grows between them. 
Murphy uses his town influence to help 
her get some initial business for, but 
she's still struggling when her ex-hus- 
band Bobby Jack unexpectedly returns. 
Sitting at the table in the dining room, 
waiting for Emma to decide whether to 
take him back or not, Bobby Jack looks 
extremely out of place. His tall, lanky 
body is much too large for the seem- 
ingly tiny furniture, like a teenager 
whose adolescence has outgrown his 
children's furnishings. He does not be- 
long in Emma's life. 
She doesn't have the resolve to make 
him leave, and despite his faults agrees 
to let him stay for awhile. Commenting 
to Murphy about their marriage she 
says, "Sometimes it felt like I had two 
kids." Ne'er-do-well Bobby Jack claims 
he'll change, but his actions speak the 
same childish language - he steals 
money from her purse, cheats at cards, 
drives irresponsibly and flirts with cute 
blondes. 
The story is evidently predictable, as 
Emma finds the two men fighting an 
understated battle for her. But the 
movie doesn't treat these issues too 
seriously as its only aim is to entertain 
us in a manner that could be deemed 
"old-fashioned" in today's Hollywood. 
It's the kind of rare movie you can 
watch with anyone without fear of cra- 
barassment. 
However, the real gem in the movie is 
James Garner as the durable, well- 
meaning rugged Murphy. Murphy's 
remarks are indicative of the past; a 
good man is hard to find, and the image 
Garner represents is the kind of ideal- 
ized man that sadly no longer exists. 
Director Martin Ritt scorns the "vul- 
garities" of today's movies, and his 
distaste is evident when the foursome 
(Emma, her son Jake, Bobby Jack and 
Murphy, who claims he hasn't seen one 
since the Duke died) attend a movie in 
the town's only theater. One by one, all 
walk out of the mad slasher movie, and 
Murphy remarks, with charming small- 
town flavor, "I worked in a slaughter-, 
house one summer. I don't need to pay. 
good money to see it again." 
There are still a few people who still 
want to make simple, entertaining mov- 
ies like Murphy's Romance. People are 
rarely as likeable and well-meaning as 
this, but every once in while, isn't it nice 
to think so? 
This ad sponsored by A   H /\ 
Rwpomlbl* dacliloni about drinking and driving 
It's dboul 
(life The Color 
M.    FRI-SUN rXlTDte 
s dboul 7:00 * *M *V   - SdDOUl       MON-THUr? 7:30    Stj3 
THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
WITH VALID 10 
ONLY 12.00 
Sally Field - James Garner 
Murphy's    m 
Romance   WE« 
WINE SHOP 
Check Our Fine Bakery Selection This Weekend 
(< We are open 7 days a week for all of your needs." 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 (roiill 
IMICHAEL DOUGLAS 
I KATHLEEN TURNER 
DANNY DeVTTO 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 
EVES - ADULTS $3.50 





brand new Stone.! 
FRI. & SAT. 
ONLY 
$2.00 MIDNITt 9U0W 
Check These Specials! 
All Bags Fritos $1.49 
O'Grady's $1.19 
Bagel Sandwich   75« 
ACROSS FROM 
HARSHMAN QUAD 









Mon-Sat 8:00 AM -12 Midnight 
Sun 10:00 AM -10:00 PM 
*Best wine selection in N.W. Ohio 








AXO AXfi AXQ AXQ AXfl 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Alpha Chi Omega 
proudly announces their 
1986 Officers 
President Lisa Whitaker 
First Vice Susie Biegel 
Second Vice Maureen Joyce 
Pledge Educator Hallie Miller 
Third Vice Cindy Wyatt 
Treasurer Kathi Schaefer 
Asst. Treasurer Theresa Thiery 
Rush Chairwoman Kim Quesada 
Asst. Rush Wendy Gerber 
Soda} Chairwoman Cheryl Ferkany 
Cabinet Director Anne Connor 
Philanthropy Chairwoman Kris Reddy 
Scholarship Chairwoman Anne Bonner 
■Sr. Panhel Jill Arslanian 
Jr. Panhel Erin Warren 
AH. Panhel Anne Bonner 
Warden Denise Mitchell 
Chaplain Kendra Greenwald 
Corresponding Sec. Susan Cage 
Recording Sec KayPatroulis 
Asst. Social Karen Pickup 
Society and Key Leslie DiVincemo 
Song/Historian Karen Hoffman 
CompJEJections TerriChapman 
House Chairwoman Denise Mitchell 
Kitchen Chairwoman Maureen Joyce 
A Special Thanks to the Old Officers 
AXQ AXG AXG AXQ AXfl 
1^1*, You Don't 
Have To Be A 
Detective To Find 
A Good Apartment — 
Go To Newlove 
Management 
810-815 Fourth Street. 
1 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 
825 Third Street. 
1 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments. FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER 
228 S. College. 
1 Bedroom Apartments, Furnished or Unfurnished. 
Close to Campus. FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 
507 E. Merry. 
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. Close to Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER 
841 Eighth Street. 
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
733 Manvllle. 
2 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
640 Eighth Street. 
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
805 Thurstin. 
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. Close to Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
336 S. MAIN 352-5620 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Moo. - Than. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tapes 
only »8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 




Hooded Sweot Shirt. 
tl OH Swpertponta 
or Craw Sweot Shirts 
Exp. 2/14/86 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
•Seiko 
'Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
•'earrings 
'Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Salactad Hams) 
Dill Jewelers 
129 S. Main   342-4770 
.ItfUiinrrlumsr 
ORDER Valentines EARLY 
for 
Valentine's Week! 
Complete Wire Service Coverage Available 
PHONE 
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| for all your Valentine 
Needs— Check our In-House 
Specials 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
(liAIR GALLERy) 
Say Happy Valentine's Day 




■ Ask Laurie & Nicole (or Details I 
143 E. Wooster 
dBriFoodrJsporaa 352-HAIR 
rJLinden ^Jree Keitauranl 
Saturday and Sunday 
8 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Breakfast Buffet 
All you can eat for only $3.59 
• The Best in Town • 
Across from Harshman Quad 
< Vl-R 6:30-1 




New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
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1098 N. Main St. 
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nmg oeekefbaa taam 
• T J HOOKER Hookar ttopt 
at nothing to Imd the pwtcm who 
murdered   a   poMe   ofhcai   w.m 
I 
TONIGHT    Moti      Johnny 
BOO 
| MARY'.am , 
T — 
3 40 
TMC)     MOVK     * * 
'lammgo *<6     . Iftftdi  Matt   CM 
Ion  R. hard Oanna 
WEDNESDAY 
FEBRUARY 13   <M 
DAYTTME SPORTS 
6 OO 
■ SPNI WORLO CUP SKIING 




IESPNI PGA  SENIORS  QOLF 
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS 
SSO 
lESPNi  PGA  SENIORS  QOLF 




IESPNI OUTTJOOR LKE 
1 OO 
■SPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL OePeul at Ok) Oornmrcm IRI 
300 
KSPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
•-■'-- Ciui vt   Rocky Garcia m a 
SSO 




fTMO    *•*       Srjen      11S7SI 
Men.'-Batten-   Syfna Sidrvay 
7J30 
PJMCI   ••      Akca  Tha  Ch-mp 
M978I   lynna    Morgan     Oaiter 
EktKhei 
ft.SO 
"MCI     *        Tha    lea    Paahta 
HM4i Aobart u-<-   Mary Cot 
by 
100ft 
"MO   *•      The  BMua  lagoon 
HftftOi Braoka  Shejkdj    OinMfr 
pher All ma 
1200 
"MC i  * * •     Raong W"m  Tha 
Moon    MSMISta^Pann   Fw. 
bathMcGovern 
100 
B     ***     B*nd*oU     MSSfti 
Rook Hgdton  Cleud*a CardmaN 
MO 
(TMCi •**'! Sgrnmarrayy* 
HS66I katharma Hepburn Roa 
aenoaVkut 
4<X> 
(TMCI     •        Tha    haa    Paakas 
USSAt Hobart l»r«a»   Mary C*oa 
«matt       data *nm an untuepacimg Mar. 
B NATURE Of THINGS An 
ii*""'"' Of P-mcaton Umvarl- 
ly Prokattca John ', w Bcmnar t 
kfaaong ttudy of tfcma moufdt and 
mo  iienthameiion  procata  hom 
i- 
B  HIGHWAY   TO  HEAVEN 
Mark and Jonathan tend a hand to 
an anger'Id Atner. rgnnig i-ouOle 
cetiyng owl  hte  good deadt    B1 
B MACGWER MacGyvar d>t 
IDWI met a rtoumt agent a >a 
tpontaMa toi tha daafht of three 
■ • NATIONAL GEO 
GRAPHIC The tropaP man 
giova icaetit nl the .aland of 
Srerau norm of Bomao <% home 
to a wad number of gnwaue< 
iraatiaet mowkng tha prot-jfc.t 
monaay ■ .tt- crabt and mud 
- ,,-.   m iierao g 
t DALLAS 
MOVK   • • •     Tha How* 
mg    ii9JJi. Dae WaBaca   Patrick 
Macnaa    A   -.--.    .aportar   >t 
manacad by a kAat who aaemt to 
baa taarawofl 
IESPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
(TMCI   MOVK    • •      The  Bk*a 
.agoon       i9B0i  ftrooka  Shaw* 
Chrtiopnar    Atkna     '-      caata 
way chaofan g;ow to aobkaacanta 
im a ramote South Pachc  laMnd 
and aaperranca tha panoa ol Nat 
MM   B 
• SO 
• • FOLCV SQUARE An 
gaf t anetied on robbery chargat 
end * t up to »-. io I'Wa h*a 
name 
BOO 
• • CRAZY LKE A POX 
Harrison and Cmdy i weekend va 
EBtion plant aia 'gmad whan may 
tABC NEWS NiGHTLINI 
PAJ 1 ISE RS At Prank Mm* 
tar    Pieniaganet laeotvat  to end 
Ingujnd i daa aconomi)  troubfet 
wfwki Gktncora  orgam/at  a tun 




ATRI Barak Houea a- iwa-i .- 
obtaatad mm ma Jbndyca case 
daep>te •• \ mamage •• Ada a 
■srehii -k laturned   <Per1 8 ol 81 
RSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12O0 
• STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IE YE ON HOLLYWOOD 
THREE STOOGES 
lESPNi SKIING MAGAZINE 
12 Oft 
(TMCI   MOVK   •*•      «*. w 
Wrlh   The   M-..       II9B4I   Seen 
Perm  Ekrebeth M. Govern 
12 SO 
• LATE   NIGHT WITH DA 
VkD LE TTERMAN M 
B      COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Guatll   Bob Barkey   Ron Dsruin 
■ arr- Mai-.   Jemat LeBeN IRi 
tf SPNI SKI TV 
12 40 
• MOVK     **   -       hht   And 
Run     i>987i  PauJ  Parr.   Ciemfte 
TrSURSDAV 
FEBRUARY 13   ISM 
get mvorvad 
• MARKET PLACE A look a* 
how bettw  ■sMBBMj homes can 
■tap poeutanlt wrthm ihaa twenty 
aaakad —*.-.. 
B   BLACK E  S   MAGeC   AD* 
Maang mange kghlt m the sty 
tha Hw...  neve reason to sue 
peci  mat  akena  mrght  have  ab 
duchMawoman 
B DYNASTY i ekm,,., , opo,. 
tit*on to the ptopoaed pajeane 
could bnng Canmgtrjn Enterpriaet 
B a PLANET EARTH An 
amanvnat*on of how a cobnor 
wrlh a comet could heve da 
ttroved the dayoaawit meat at 
tmetiona poaoejh, ceuaed by a 
death tier a lout of the toia> 
tyaiam Q 
B    MOV*     a** Tha 
•eda 1IS63I Tajp* Hedren Rod 
Taylor Baaed on m nor. by 
Daphne du Meurer For aome un- 
known 'eason hgga Baoka at 
beda attack  an rtoaned Caleorrae 
■ SPNI WORLO CUP SKIING 
Women I Gen. Slalom hom Vat 
rohrane  Hah,  (Taped! 
MO 
• MAN ALIVE The 200m an- 
"•veriary of The Mermonnea artrv 
« m Canada « cPabreild Q 
lEftOO 
• •   EQUALIZER   Whan   a 
erjaj recovsr ed E tthar   Jo a round 
BPERFE 





CNEl     /     LEHRER 
hana to the E Quakes for ni«t at 





IESPNI      HORSE       RACING 
WEEKLY 
MO 
IESPNI NBA TOO AY 
1O-O0 
(ESPN) SKI TV 
10SO 
KSPNl    SKIING   Steve   Gervey 
CeMbrrty r hamp-mah* hom Park 




KSPNl PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
2<XJ 
IESPNI   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
2:SO 
KSPNl     TENNftS    US     indoor 
CharrvpainahaM anel  match  hom 
Mempnia  Term  1RI 
4 SO 
• SPNI ROLLER DERBY 
6 SO 
■SPNI SKIING MAGAZINE 
DAYTIME MOVES 
0:20 
TOO) *• Akoa The Cher* 
HS76I lynne Morgan Oeatar 
Fletcher 
700 
ITMO    **v,       Dot   And   The 
Kangaroo    1 8781 Aramawd 
• SO 
(TMCI   •>**•      •nef  Encoun- 
■r   (1S47IC 
(TMCI MOVK * * ' 
Run M970I jamat Caan An 
(eneite Comer Bated on the no, 
•» by John LlodPe A rormer high 
school beaketbe* pleysr itruggkng 
w>m an unhappy man.age buokkks 
unoar the preaaurat Of reap one. 
Mm-   R 
• SO 
• CSS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
• ABC NCWSQ 
B HAPPY OAYS 
• BUBBNESE. REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
70O 
I CSS NEWS 
I THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT A look at thowt met 
changed lete.iion 
INE WL YWE D GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
•EST    Of     SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
XM'A-8-H 
MACNFK      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
KSPNl COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL Old rjommron at Vegne 
Commonwealth li.*sl iSubexl lo 
black out) 
7SO 
B    P M      MAGAVINI    Shop 
ping  tour   m St    Thomat    aiarda 
and tnakoa  VaMntme t Day actw 
I 4 ON THE PLOOR 
I JEOPARDY 
) TAW 
I PM MAGAZINE A bue> 
rvasawoman who posed toi a Joe 
key underaiaer ed MaKokri Jamal 
Warner of    Tha Coeby Show 
• WB.D. VVLD WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
I BENNY HB-L 
THREE  S COMPANY 
BOO 
• • MAGNUM P I Mag 
num mvastrgMet whan me pea 
kengart aboard a chatiared hahmg 
boot teem to yervah mto IM an 
• THURSDAY NIGHT 
•hghhghti of a 19S6 oanunary 
caaabrMion - Batoche Seek 
con^marnoratmg the leat tiand of 
300 Met .■ who battled a lotce Of 
BOO lo. the -rgbi to a hortvpand 
andaad'ukt 
B  COftaSV   SHOW -  tkareo 
B RaPLIV S BEL* VE IT OR 
ntOTl A hoai me* coat the 
French govarnmani 1100 mm en 
'■■/*■''   . -.ii.ii.  mcturang a "tap 
mto  a  lanfcfut  of  hoga    bowtmg 
bebt    daaigned    ior     me   hendi 
capped iRig 
~| THIS OLD HOUSE 
| DALLAS 
MOVK •** Death 
H974) Clvjnas Bronaon 
Hope lange Alar thraa hood- 
lums murder ".. wee and leave 
hrt deoghlai m a nm of tpsecti 
less shock   an enraged New York 
i
promotion    In it*SO 
100O 
B    •    KNOTS    LANDING 
Abby a fgrejua when the laerna 
met Gary and JR want for a tide 
mhranewcar  Q 
• NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
B MftJL STREET BLUES 
Da.anpon lacefM rhe dataaa of 
har rakpnonanrp rr.ir. her Nrat hga* 
bend and the hue-re oevn- 
aianoae mat aneblad ha* io irakat 
ftank Fureto 
B 20 / 20 Scfyadufckd report 
on Pet case of Or MKheel Swen- 
go a Midaaaetarn pfyyaiGain aary- 






MOVIE ** Turk 
162* 11 MS) Tanothy Mutton 
Robart Ijnch Atrnsd with a hght 
mg ape-.i and an earoeol aprey 
can a young man wagea a gtafht. 
wa agamat buraswoteit who 
rofuaa io rompansasa Me rnajntd 
Neman brother    PG-13  Q 
10: SO 
B   SNEAK    PREVIEWS   Jet 
hey  Lyons  and  Michael  Msdved 
leyerer      W-dcati     end     Chapk- 
aavat     m ttareo 




LOVE.   AMERICAN 
STYLE 
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
TIM* OUT 
KSPNl      SPCEOWEEK     News 
end h^hhghtt of leceni auto iac 
mg action 
11:SO 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT A look at ehows mat 
cnengad taaevsaon 
B)MOV* «•« Shea Out 
On 101 (19661 Terry Moore 
Hank Lbyrjfoy In order 10 be 
cajee to h*e leget an under cover 
toy poses as a wntaaa drahweahe* 
m a lOadaidB cats mealed near an 
ekaceonaia laboratory 
B NK3MT HEAT Na-ghc-v 
hood RteKSMB are up m erma 
when an a* con BRBfJ m a teat 
dantuji hafhwey houea -t eccgeed 
of mwrder 
B TONIGHT Moat Johnny 
Carson  In tiereo 
I ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
PALXISERS (eencora e> 
norst Pianiagenei a waihea and 
encowagas an amoirout young 
man trymg lot a taat m rha 





►  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
|    ST.    ELSEWHERE   AJOS 
IOTOO 
TMC) •*    Tia% IBJT I1SSSI 
T *noiny Hutron   noberi Urrch 
ei   «u  out  < 
gaenca cemperor. 
B ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL II 
"MO    MOV*    •***      The 
Empae    Street    Seek       MSSOl 
Mark  lam*  Herriaon Ford   Rebel 
hghler Luke Shyweber mtanupts 
isscwa h*a eienda hom iBBBaSaS 
Oat-Viaa PG Q 
• SO 
B PfVMfLV TKS m a ss-w. o> 
IsMhbaoka the Keetona lafasa 
tome of Am t weaker escapades 
IO Eton  InaMtso Q 
• SOLO 
BOO 
IB -SMON ft SIMON 
YARNS FROM PIGEON 
INLET Eh Whiftsna IKd-st 
Not*., rararothal prassnt io the 
vitoga wvdow annda up m the 
posssswon of another woman 
• THE COLBY* Fakpn makes 
a Chesoa among the man ai hay Ma 
whan her aon a heetth leas  [ j 
• •   M VSTE R YI      Adven 
lutsa Of   Sherlock    Holmes   II'   The 
Rssideni PMamt The at appear 
anos of a peiemt dUretB a conaM 
urbon and the daath by hangmg 
of h*t bsnefscior cAVto C- Tisajp- 
lysn   to aeea   Shertoeft   hVjbnea 
■ MOVK *** Frsnry 
I197)| Jon Fmph  Barry Foster  A 
number    of   imsuspsctmg   —omen 
■ej mctsn io an mtane ■ e» 
KSPNl    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Maryfand at North Cwotne 
SUM ILIVOI (Swbtaci io bfcsdioM) 
MO 
• RED SERGE Emms and Lay 
both 'SCSTVS BPJJBSSjEB, Bvauaf. at 
hrsl AM refuset Catdar PW-TV. 
•On io mam, Imms  IPan 6 of 61 
Q 
117 0*22) 
I THE AVENOERS 
CNNVHeU. 
i  INORIO  Nerretad  by   John 
GasQuJ     that   documentary   pra- 
eenta sn ovsnnew of Mgnd Berg/ 
man a career   leetgrava. Mm caps 
horns monsa taken by har leihs* 
and     mtsriwews     snth     Ccttosn 
Oswhurst     Angata   Lanebwry    in. 




B STREETS Of BAN 
FRANCISCO 
tEVE ON HOLLYWOOO 
THREE STOOGES 
IESPNI AUTO RACING Psrksr 
400 ON Road Race bom Parker 
V^ (Taped) 
TOO     MOV*     * • Y|        Fakmg 
In Love i I984i Bobwt QSJNSQ. 
MarylSBSSP 
12:SO 
B LATE NFOHT VVTTM DA- 
VaP LETTERMAN M etsrso 
B COMIOY TONIGHT 
Ctjssta Mat Rssva Heam Hae- 
■en unrte Floyd Berry OekV-ond. 
Ram jam IRi 
13:40 
B MOVK  * * Vt      Attack On 





MOVKPb*     TwmC-Tr, 
I 19631    Laurence    Okysv. 
Smvona Signoret 




(TMCI MOVK ** The Leat 
F*8ht (1M3lWeko Colon Ruben 
Bkedet 
2:00 








ll»»l     HO.M     KACINO 
WrtfKLY 
IK 
*■"•!   <XU*Of    lAtKIT- 
•AU. MKW4 . Ham Cote* 
lea ™o Move •••   »»„ 
•Mr      llllll   ■>•   CnM 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1616 E. Wooster         nern 0|iY7 
STADIUM PLAZA    0D£-iv 1U1 
RESUME 
When you need to make 
your best impression! 
Complete 
Typesetting Service 
Professional work at 
reasonable prices. Stop in 
and see our samples. 
tfgp THE COPY SHOP 
**h ~M£t   117 E  CotJ,x              352-4068 
**_ Jt*~     hour8: Mon- ' Fri 9:3°-5;30 
FRmA¥                     . 
Meeting for all staff and volunteers 
Monday February 10, 1986 
Meeting time: 8 p.m. 
Commons, Second Floor — West Hall 
C. Hornberger, Editor 372-2603 
Regular meetings held every Monday 
